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This document addresses Headquarters Defense Logistics
Agency's (DLA) concepts established to enhance the readiness
and sustainabi 1 i ty -for the Military Services. In-f ormati on
concerning De-fense Logistics Agency's Weapon Systems Support
Program (WSSP) from October, 19S1 to October, 1985 is
provided. The aggressive weapon system oriented inventory
management concept directed by the Secretary o-f De-fense and
under going implementation by DLA is discussed.
The procedures that DLA will use to accomplish the
Secretary o-f De-fense enhanced weapon system support concept
are spelled out and an assessment of the benefits to be
obtained from the enhanced concept is made.
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Defense Logistics Agency's intensive inventory manage-
ment o-f consumable items is commodity oriented, with
requirements computed to meet overall supply performance
objectives, such as supply availability. This extends, at
least in part, to the Services. Such systems generally
provide a good level o-f support to a large inventory o-f
items, but with no consideration -for the impact on weapon
systems operational readiness goals.
It is the intent o-f DLA ' s Weapon Systems Support
Program (WSSP) to support the Services with an ef-fective
inventory management system to meet their combat readiness
requirement. Primary tenet o-f the WSSP is to provide the
means -for a closer interface with the Services and to strive
-for the earliest possible DLA participation in their
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) program.
Just as DLA, the Department o-f Defense (DoD) has long
sought to develop a weapon system management capability.
The development of this capability is underscored by the FY
1985-1990 Defense Guidance which states that:
Our objective is to size and fund peacetime operating
stocks (POS) of spare and repair parts to achieve explicit
weapon systems availability goals at planned operating
tempos.
. . . Accordingly, the Services and DLA shall
develop an expeditious plan to accomplish the needed
modifications on an incremental basis. CRef. l:p. 13
H
The 1984 De-fense Appropriation Bill passed by the
Senate Armed Services Committee established a requirement
that the Services and DLA develop a weapon system management
capability which would record their expenditures against
individual systems. In DoD terminology such a capability/
concept provides -for:
—Considering each item's relative contribution to weapon
system support in determining how much of an item to buy.
-Improving DoD capability to relate materiel funding
resources to the achievement of weapon system operational
performance.
—Developing a management information system to measure
the effectiveness of logistics management decisions,
policies, and practices.
In order to assist in the accomplishment of the Senate
Armed Services Committee requirement, the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Installations, and
Logistics (OASD (MI?<L) ) directed the Supply Management
Policy Group (SMPG) to oversee and coordinate the develop-
ment of a Department-wide plan. The SMPG is a DoD Component
working level group established in 1982 to provide a forum
-for the identification, discussion, and resolution of supply
policy issues within the Department; to act as an inter-fac-
ing organization between the staffs of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD) , the Services, and DLA; and to
provide a vehicle for informal promulgation of new or
revised policies. It is chaired by OASD (MI?<L) and includes
supply policy representatives -from each of the Services and
DLA.
The SMPG began work in September 1983 and approached the
1985-1990 Defense Guidance requirement in the -following
manner. First, the SMPG accomplished a detailed survey o-f
Component actions already underway to move toward achieve-
ment o-f the weapon system management objectives. Since
there was no common understanding o-f what constituted weapon
system management , the SMPG documented the concept and how
it would operate in the Department. Next, the SMPG re-
quested that each Component develop separate plans identi-
fying the actions required within its Service/Agency to
implement the weapon system management concept. The weapon
system management concept developed by the joint OSD/Compo—
nent Supply Management Policy Group was approved by the
Secretary of Defense, June, 1985 as indicated in Appendix A.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the DLA Weapon
System Support Concept as used from October, 1981 through
October, 1985, describe the 1985-1990 Defense Guidance and
SMPG thirteen objectives and finally identify the benefits
to be obtained from successfully accomplishing the SMPG
ob jecti ves.
It is recognized that several of the objectives have
already been implemented by DLA, but the guiding purpose of
this effort is to assist the reader to understand and
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appreciate some o-f the complex dimensions o-f implementing
DoD requirements.
1 1
I I DEFENSE LOGIST ICS AGENCY'S WSSF CONCEPT
A. BACKGROUND
In October 1981, DLA established a Weapon Systems
Support Branch at the headquarters level to place special
emphasis on weapon systems support. Defense Logistics
Agency has been involved with weapon systems support
management since 1965, but only -for a selected number of
Service-nominated weapon systems. The original program
added visibility and intensive management only to critical
items used on the nominated weapon systems. By October,
1981, the program had 310,000 National Stock Numbers (NSNs)
registered against 123 weapon systems as indicated in Figure
1, which was believed to be just the beginning of the
program expansion. Of the approximately four million
active NSNs registered in the DoD system, over two million
NSNs Ar& managed by DLA. An analysis of the two million
NSNs in October 1985 indicates that approximately 900,000
NSNs were registered against 969 weapon systems, see Figure
.&. .
The WSSP gives special management attention to items
identified to weapon systems and recognizes the fact that
certain systems Are more important than others. Further,
it recognizes that items on a given weapon system a.re
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Figure 2 Growth in Number of WSSP NSNs
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The program objectives are outlined below:
To establish supply availability goals suffi-
cient to achieve a high degree o+" weapon system
operational readiness.
To plan, program and budget tor enhanced supply
support of essential NSNs applicable to weapon
systems designated most critical.
To intensively manage, closely monitor, and
coordinate support to service designated weapon
systems.
1 . Current Weapon Syst em Management 1 n DLA
The services select the weapon systems and compo-
nents -for inclusion in the DLA program, determine system
criticality, i dent i f y/ver i
f
y all DLA-managed NSNs currently
used to support the designated weapon system, and period-
ically validate the assignment of item essentiality codes on
weapon system items.
The first criterion used to establish the order of
mission importance for each system within each Service is
weapon system criticality. Those systems designated for the
highest level of management indicator must be limited in
order to achieve optimum materiel management. Three general
categories' are used to ctetermine criticality: Most Criti-
cal, Critical, and Least Critical. These categories
represent the three criteria used to establish system
precedence within the program.
The precedence or categorization of weapon systems
within each Service is subject to change and the actual
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number o-f systems in the program may vary -from Service to
Service. There-fore, as a management technique, weapon
system critical i ty must be closely monitored by both DLA and
the Services. A list o-f systems by Servi ce/Cr 1 ti cal 1 ty Code
is presented in Appendix B.
De-fense Logistics Agency makes the initial assign-
ment o-f the Service weapon system to one o-f the three
categories o-f criticality when not provided by the Service.
The Service will be notified and changes made, i -f required.
The second criterion -for program management is
Service assigned item- essentiality. The individual repair
parts that support a system vary in their degree o-f import-
ance to the system's operation. However, all DLA—managed
items having application to a selected weapon system are
identified. The item's importance is determined by the
assignment o-f an essentiality code as de-fined in the
Military Standard, with the exception o-f the U. S. Navy who
will use Item Mission Essentiality Codes (IMECs), which
DLA's system will convert to be compatible with the Military
Standard (MIL-STD) essentiality codes. CRe-f. 2:pp. 217, 240
and 3183
Item essentiality is determined by the component
part's impact on its end item's operation. Although the
MIL-STD designates various codes, only three general cate-
gories are used within the scope o-f weapon systems support
to direct management intensity:
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(1) Essential to End Item Operation — Essentiality
Code 1
.
(2) Absence Degrades End Item Operation - Essentiality
Code 5, 6, 7.
(3) Not Essential to End Item Operation - Essential-
ity Code 3.
B. PROGRAM PROCEDURES
The key to weapon system item management is the deter-
mination o-f the mission importance o-f the system to be
supported, and then the combination o-F that -Factor with the
identification o-f applicable NSNs by essentiality coding.
The result determines the degree o-f management attention and
resources needed.
1 . Weapon System Item Man ag ement Levels
Weapon System Support Program items Are grouped -for
management purposes by criticality and essentiality as shown
in Table 1. The most intensive management (Level 1) is
given to those NSNs applicable to the weapon systems
designated most critical or critical and having an essent-
iality code that indicates a lack o-f, or a -failure o-f, the
National Stock Number (NSN) will render the system inopera-
tive. Items identified to the most critical systems and
which have essentiality coding indicating lack o-f, or
failure o-f, the NSN will degrade the mission capability o-f
the system is given a somewhat lesser degree o-f management
attention (Level II). Remaining WSSP items Are assigned
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in Table 1 are used by the Defense Supply Centers (DSCs) to
reflect intensity o-f management and relate to the combina-
tion o-f weapon system criticality and item essentiality.
The Defense Logistics Agency is prepared to accept any
Service changes in regard to system mission importance or
individual item essentiality.
2 . Management Act ion s
Several o-f the objectives that were identified by
the SMPG have already been implemented by DLA. The follow-
ing list of management actions are presently performed as
stated or have been improved either as a DLA weapon systems
support effort or in compliance with the SMPG objectives.
a. Projected Supply Availability Goals
Specific goals are assigned by the Executive
Director, Supply Operations Directorate on an annual basis
for each management indicator. The Weapon System Support
Program (WSSP) supply availability goals are greater than
those set for other items. The specific percentages are
promulgated to the DSCs as part of the annual performance
goals plan.
Improvement - Weapon system management supply
availability goals; Level I - 937., Level II - 92'/., Level
III and Non-Weapon System Items - 907..
b. Stockage
Weapon System essentiality code 1,5,6, and 7
are stocked based on actual demand or anticipated demand
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with certain criteria related to dollar value, storage and
stockage.
Improvement -All items qualifying -for stockage
based upon either actual demand or projected demand will be
stocked in the wholesale system. In addition, those items
identified by the Services as mission essential and mission
degrading are stocked in the wholesale system even i f little
or no demand is anticipated, since -failure or lack of these
items will prevent or impair the intended mission o-f a
weapon system. Non-essential items receiving a subsequent
Non Mission Capable Supply/Partially Mission Capable Supply
(NMCS) / (PMCS) requirement are upgraded by the DSCs to
essential items (Essentiality Code 1) and stocked in the
wholesale system.
c. Technical Data
During provisioning, weapon system items are
reviewed for adequacy of drawings and technical data with
the assistance of DLA technicians. When necessary, the
Program Manager of the weapon system will be contacted to
ensure data -furnished by contractors are forwarded to the
responsible Defense Supply Center (DSC).
d. Storage Location
Defense Logistics Agency's items are stored in
locations nearest the point(s) of expected usage, utilizing
a East and West of the Mississippi River boundary.
iO
Improvement - Storage locations -for items
identified to new weapon systems are assigned based upon the
fielding plan o-f the system. I-f no fielding plan is
available, the DSCs position the items in accordance with
their standard new item positioning criteria. In certain
cases, materiel is also positioned at service owned depots.
e. User Registration
When a Service designates a NSN as applicable
to a weapon system, manual actions are taken to record that
Service as a user and -follow-up is not mandatory.
Improvement - When a Service designates a NSN as
applicable to a weapon system, that activity is automati-
cally recorded by the DSC in the cataloging -files as a user
o-f the item.
-f . Safety Level
Weapon system items essential to the operation
of critical weapon systems may be given safety levels. The
specific weapon systems are identified by HQ DLA at least
annually and the enhanced levels are used if required to
attain established supply availability goals. The DSCs use
the Safety Level Factors to compute the enhanced levels for
critical weapon systems. CRef. 3: p. 2-2-005H
g. Direct Buy Concept
When a weapon system has an extended production
schedule, procedures for the DSCs to purchase materiel
directly from the prime contractor's production line
21
inventory can be negotiated. De-fense Supply Centers use
the negotiated arrangement to satisfy NMCS or PMCS type
requisitions after exhausting other supply or procurement
al ternatives.
h. Funding Support
Execution of current year approved funding
programs Are in accordance with guidance provided by the
Executive Director, Supply Operations to include the
assurance that critical weapon system support is maintained
in times of limited funding.
i. Weapon Systems End Item File
Data pertinent to the end item are accumulated
and maintained in an End Item File which is disseminated to
the DSCs. Included in this file Are fielding locations and
dates, technical data requirements, memoranda of planning
and support meetings, and other pertinent Integrated
Logistics Support (ILS) documentation,
j. Out Year Requirements
When initial requirements are provided to DLA a
Service is limited to one year of demand data.
Improvement - When available, provisioning
requirements beyond the initial year of fielding are
obtained from Service Program Managers. These provisioning
requirements Are used to develop justification for inventory
increases through the Program Objectives Memorandum (POM)
process -followed by the establishment of requirement levels
for the weapon system items.
k. Advanced Warning Program (AWP)
Weapon system items are included in the AWP so
that when an item has past due contract/purchase requests
and insu-f -f i cient on-hand assets to cover the Administra-
tive/Production Leadtime period, an advanced warning is
furnished the item manager. CRe-f. 3: p. 2—3—F4553
1. Standardization
To coordinate the results o-f item reduction
studies with the using activities involved, the DSCs also
notify the affected Program/System Manager of those items
applicable to their weapon systems which are newly identi-
fied as nonstandard. To accomplish this, the DSC provides
a copy of the item Reduction Study (obtained from the study
preparing activity) directly to the affected Program/System
Manager for information and appropriate action.
CRef. 4: p. 18 3
m. Defense Inactive Item Program (DIIP)
Defense Supply Centers weapon system monitors
are advised by DSC DIIP monitors of items where all regis-
tered users have responded to an inactive item review
notification with a delete. The DSCs notify the affected
Program/System Manager for concurrence/nonconcurrence of
those items used on their weapon systems for which delete
actions are due to be initiated. This notification require-
ment supplements the responsibilities assigned to the DSCs.
[Ref. 5:p. 1-11
n. Cataloging
As the Integrated Materiel Managers of items in
the program, the DSCs perform all catalog maintenance
actions and advise the Program/Service managers o-f these
actions. When a weapon system NSN is cancelled or changed
to terminal status, the DSCs assign an appropriate Acquisi-
tion Advice Code. If the item cannot be reinstated,
Program/System Managers Are so notified.
o. Procurement
Procurement actions are taken on weapon system
items utilizing the same techniques that Are used with non
weapon systems items.
Improvement - The Standard Automated Procure-
ment Prioritization Program is utilized to give weapon
system items an appropriate priority in procurement pro-
cessing. Additionally, WSICs Are identified in both the
Active Purchase Request File and the Active Contract File.
This provides the visibility of the status of weapon system
related items.
p. Item Entry
Items enter the program as follows:
(a) Submission of Supply Support Request (SSR)
.
(b) Submission of a Weapon Item Data Card (DIC WS1).
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(c) Receipt of a NMCS/PMCS requisition.
(d) Special agreements negotiated with a Service.
C. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The Quarterly Weapon System Performance report provides
performance measurement by weapon system and is prepared by
the DLA Weapon Systems Support O-f-fice. The Services are
furnished this report -for each o-f their respective weapon
systems in the program. A sample o-f each Service's report
is provided in Appendix C.
The Monthly Weapon System Performance report provides
performance data for each DSC and each Service by weapon
system, and total performance by Service. CRef. 4:p.
2-3—F1123. A sample of each Service's report is provided in
Appendix D.
Standard Automated Materiel Management System (SAMMS)
inquiries ensure that item managers/weapon system monitors
have the visibility necessary to provide the desired
degree of management to weapon system items (Appendix E)
.
Safety Level Report is used to identify weapon system
items with an increased weapon system safety level and
provide visibility of the number of weapon system items
computed and the dollar value procured. This is a new
report based on SMPG objectives and is not available.
D. CHAPTER SUMMARY
The De-fense Logistics Agency manages spare and repair
parts on an item or commodity basis; there-fore, item
characteristics such as source of supply, unit cost,
demand/issue, are significant -factors in determining the
type o-f management to be employed -for secondary items.
The weapon systems support concept was established to
expand the scope of factors considered in item management
to include application and support to selected priority
weapon systems.
This chapter has addressed DLA ' s Concept recognizing the
special management emphasis that must be placed on secondary
items in support of weapon systems in order to enhance
operational readiness.
26
III. DoD ENHANCED WEAPON SYSTEM SUPPORT CONCEPT
A. BACKGROUND
The FY 1985-1990 Defense Guidance directed DLA and the
Services to size and -fund peacetime operating stocks to
meet weapon system operational readiness goals. The DoD
Supply Management Policy Group (SMPG) was formed in 1982 to
implement Defense Guidance directives. The Defense Logistic;
Agency is represented on the SMPG and participated in the
development of the enhanced weapon system support plan.
In May, 1985, the SMPG published a plan that set forth
in thirteen objectives the general approach to implementing
the 1985-1990 Defense Guidance directive. In June, 1985,
the Secretary of Defense approved the plan and directed DLA
and the Services to implement it on an incremental basis.
In August,, 1985, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Acguisition and Logistics <ASD(A&D) tasked DLA and the
Services to develop a time phased implementation plan.
This chapter describes DLA ' s plan for implementing the
weapon system management concept. A statement of each of
the 13 objectives, and a description of DLA ' s approach to
accomplishing each is provided.
B. DLA APPROACH TO IMPLEMENTING OBJECTIVES
Defense Logistics Agency's plan for implementing the
weapon system management concept is formulated around
the concept o-f a wholesale function supporting weapon system
managers. De-fense Logistics Agency manages no weapon
systems and is not in a position to relate wholesale
performance directly to weapon system operational availa-
bility. The approach, then, is to reorient DLA ' s existing
system to support the Services' weapon system oriented
operations. This will require considerable coordination
with the Services and extensive exchange of data.
Defense Logistics Agency will accomplish the objectives
of the SMPG plan by modifying the existing supply management
system rather than overlaying a new system. The Defense
Logistics Agency will still be managing over 1.5 million
non-weapon system items, many of which are as critical as
weapon system items. Furthermore, the existing system
includes a number of the capabilities required to implement
the new concept. Others Are included in the systems
modernization plan already under development.
Nearly every one of the thirteen objectives contained in
the concept requires a major supporting action for at least
one of the other twelve. Figure 3 shows the complex
interrelationships between objectives, and illustrates the
criticality of certain ones, such as data exchange and
demand/usage recording. CRef . 6:p. 5D
Defense Logistics Agency's implementation of the concept
will be incremental, with the timing and sequence of each













































possible extent, implementation will take advantage of
systems changes already under development. In some cases,
these in-process changes will provide for partial completion
of the objectives, with full implementation coming after
other actions a.re completed. Many of the objectives will be
implemented incrementally, giving at least partial capa-
bility for the short term.
C. OBJECTIVES AND IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
1 Appl i cat i on Fi les
Objective— The Services and the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) should develop and maintain weapon system
application data files in their automated system. Applica-
tion files will be used to establish the relative priority
of need of one item to another and the degree of criticality
of each item relative to its next higher assembly and
ultimately to the end item/weapon system. Each Component's
Automated Data Processing (ADP) system should be capable of
using application data in the requirements determination
process. ERef . 7: p. 103
Approach—DLA, managing no end items, must rely on
the Services to develop, maintain and provide access
to application files. Defense Logistics Agency's approach
to this objective is tailored to the way in which applica-
tion data will be used, primarily for performance tracking
and optimization models. Since DLA does not require that
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application -files with -full indenture relationships reside
at the Inventory Control Point (s) (ICP), top-to-bottom
relationship -files (e. g. , NSN to End Item) will be updated
periodically (e. g., quarterly) by accessing Service tiles.
Full indenture relationships will be extracted from Service
files by DLA as needed.
Access to the Service -files will be standardised
and will be both on-line and batch. Output formats will be
standardized as well.
2 • Stockaqe Levels by Weapon System
Objective—The Services and DLA should develop
the capability to identify individual item requirement
segments (safety level, administrative 1 eadtime/producti on
leadtime, addi ti ves , and economic order quantity) by weapon
system for both peculiar and common items. CRef. 7: p. 121
Approach— Individual requirements segments will
be allocated among weapon systems according to each system '*
pro rata share of historical demand. Since safety levels
depend on leadtime demand variance, it may be more
appropriate to use demand variance rather than demand to
establish the safety level requirement. Known programmed
requirements for specific weapon systems will be allocated
to those weapon systems. There will be no true stratifica-
tion of assets and requirements per se for weapon system of
total prorated levels, shortages, long supply, etc.
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Implementation of this objective is heavily depen-
dent upon completion of the Demand/Usage Recording objec-
tive. Only that portion o-f an item's demand that is recorded
against a weapon system will be used -for prorating require-
ments segments.
3 . Optim iz ation Models
Objective—The Services and DLA should develop
multi-echelon requirements models that optimize stockage -For
peculiar and common initial and replenishment spares and
repair parts to achieve weapon system operational availa-
bility rates. CRe-f. 7: p. 13D
Approach—DLA will not develop or utilize multi-
echelon optimization models for inventory levels computa-
tions. In mul t i -echel on models, each echelon's requirements
are dependent on all other requirements. In a mul ti -echel on
environment, DLA would have to compute all lower level
requirements as well as wholesale, in effect dictating
retail and intermediate levels to the Services. Any
subsequent changes to the lower level requirements would
invalidate the wholesale computation.
Defense Logistics Agency preferred approach is a two
step process in which the Services will compute requirements
using mul ti—echel on optimization models, and pass wholesale
response time requirements to the wholesale manager. The
Defense Logistics Agency will compute wholesale levels to
meet the response time targets provided by the Services.
When targets -from Services -for common items di-f-fer, DLA will
compute levels to meet the shortest response time target.
The De-fense Logistics Agency will feed back to the Services
any changes in wholesale response time so that retail levels
may be adjusted. The same process will be used to determine
stockage criteria in support o-f weapon system goals.
Program and application data will be used in addition to
demand history and item characteristics to compute inventory
regui rements.
4 . Integrated I nitial/Rep l enishment Sp ares Computation
Objective—The Services and DLA should develop
the capability to compute initial and replenishment spare
and repair parts requirements within their automated systems
using compatible methodologies. CRe-f. 7:p. 15D
Approach
—
Initial parts requirements are computed
by the Services, not DLA. From that standpoint, DLA has no
requirement with respect to this objective. However, DLA
does compute levels to support the initial reguirements
computed by the Services. A study is now being conducted
to review the process and determine i f changes are requir-
ed. Once the Services have revised their initial require-
ments methodologies, DLA will review those processes and
determine if -further changes are necessary.
5 - Asset Visibility
Objective—The capability should be developed -for
the Integrated Materiel Manager (IMM) to process current
DoD—wide asset visibility down to the lowest supply echelon.
[Ref. 7:p. 16]
Approach—This objective is not an end in itsel-f,
but rather a major supporting action and prerequisite for
accomplishing two other objectives, Asset Positioning and
Redistribution. De-fense Logistics Agency will not maintain
retail asset data in ICP -Files, relying instead on the
on-line access to Service retail and intermediate storage
activities. As with other areas requiring interservice data
exchange, standardized access to all Components' asset -files
is critical. This does not require standard -file structure,
but simply standard access methodology.
De-fense Logistics Agency currently provides Service
access to DLA asset -files. With the improved communications
capability to be developed under the interservice data
exchange objective that access will be more universally
avai 1 abl e.
<^ Deman d/Usage Rec or ding
Objective—The Services and DLA should develop the
capability to code and report demands and maintenance usage
data by weapon system through modi -f i cati on o-f standard
requisitioning and reporting systems. Identification of
demand and related usage data by weapon system should be
perpetuated through each echelon of the requirements
determination process. CRef. 7:p. 183
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Approach—DLA plans to include a weapon system
designator in the demand recording process. This require-
ment is included in the Standard Automated Materiel Manage-
ment System (SAMMS) modernization plan. Accomplishment of
this objective is a necessary precondition to achieving a
number of the other weapon system management capabilities
identified in the concept document.
The Defense Logistics Agency will maintain demand
history by weapon system based on requisition coding. Many
consumable items ars ordered in bulk for a number of
applications. Since individual requisitions for such items
cannot be coded to any one weapon system, DLA must rely on
the Services' ability to segregate actual usage data by
weapon system. Periodic (e.g., quarterly) roll-ups of usage
by weapon system will be provided by the services.
7 . Inter service Data Exchange
Objective—The Services and DLA should develop the
capability for i nter—Component exchange of end item program
application data, individual item demand/usage data, and
resupply time information where one Component is managing
items essential to another Component's weapon systems.
CRef. 7: p. 193
Approach—This is not a single objective, but rather
a collection of capabilities that must exist in order to
accomplish the remaining objectives in the plan.
De-fense Logistics Agency expects the availability of
this information to be phased in over time, with -full
operational capability perhaps as far away as 20 to 25
years. In some cases, reguired data is available now and
future changes will take the form of improvements in
communications. The phased implementation of the data
exchange capability will drive the timing of the accom-
plishment of other objectives.
The Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Logistics and Materiel Management) and the Logis-
tics Management Institute have established a joint DoD Task
group for the Modernisation of Defense Logistics Standard
Systems (MODELS). The MODELS Task Group's basic task is to
ensure that the Defense Logistics Standard Systems (DLSS)
continue to develop and maintain pace with technology and
Component modernization efforts. The MODELS Task Group is
assessing opportunities and capabilities of telecommunica-
tions networks with particular attention to potential uses
for remote inquiry packet switching and electronic mail.
The task group is also evaluating advanced data interchange
plans and programs of private industry and other government
agencies. The Defense Logistics Agency is the major player
in this effort and plans to continue its involvement until
this objective is accomplished.
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8 Performance Trackin g
Objective—The Services and DLA should modify their
internal performance reporting systems as well as the
DoD Military Supply and Transportation Evaluation Procedures
(MILSTEP) performance reports to measure supply and opera-
tional availability performance by weapon system.
CRef. 7: p. 22:
Approach—DLA has in place a supply performance
reporting system for weapon systems. In its present form it
measures supply availability and backorder statistics,
but not requisition response time. Since individual
requisitions Are not coded by weapon system, each requisi-
tion is counted against all recorded applications.
Under the new concept, demands will be recorded by
weapon system, enabling true weapon system supply perform-
ance statistics to be computed. Since, as indicated
earlier, DLA manages no weapon systems, it must rely on the
Services for the data needed to compute operational availa-
bility. Under the proposed concept for optimization
models, the Services will pass wholesale response time
targets against which DLA will compute levels.
Defense Logistics Agency will report actual supply perform-
ance as measured against the targets for weapon system
i terns.
^ Asset Pos i tioni ng
Objective—The Services should develop and insti-
tute the capability to position items essential to weapon
systems at their own Servi ce—operated storage site that is
nearest to the site o-f -forecasted usage. DLA should develop
the same capability to use DoD storage sites for positioning
of materiel. CRef. 7:p. 24]
Approach—This objective is to a large degree
already accomplished in DLA. Current policy is to position
assets at the DLA storage sites nearest the point (s) of
expected usage. In certain cases, materiel is also posi-
tioned at Service—owned depots. Expanding this policy to
include wider use of Service depots is a matter of coordi-
nation with the appropriate Service(s). The mechanical
capability to include non-DLA storage sites in an item's
storage mission and in asset search patterns (e. g., for
requisition processing) exists within the current system.
Forecasting usage by weapon system and by geographic
area is more difficult and may be unnecessary. Defense
Logistics Agency's system already records demand by storage
location and uses that information to prorate requirements
and distribute procurements. That same system, supplemented
by Service-provided data on weapon system fielding plans,
major modifications, maintenance and use data, etc., will
satisfy the requirement. The real objective is not to
position for geographic "closeness" but to minimize response
time to weapon system users. The De-fense Logistics Agency
will not change asset positioning policy in cases where no
improvement in response time can be expected.
1 . D istributi on
Objective—Services and DLA inventory managers
should have the capability to initiate redistribution
actions on a system wide basis -for essential weapon system
items to achieve weapon system readiness objectives.
CRe-f. 7:p. 263
Approach—There Are two separate subob jecti ves
involved: redistribution among wholesale storage sites to
correct imbalances and redistribution o-f retail assets to
satis-fy pressing retail requirements.
a. Wholesale Redistribution
De-fense Logistics Agency item managers have the
capability now to direct redistribution between wholesale
storage locations. Measuring imbalance among storage sites
and recommending redistributions will require a complex
mathematical model to weight the risks and costs o-f redis-
tribution against the expected improvement in readiness.
Item essentiality and weapon system criticality will be
included as relevant -factors. A "redistribution point"
notice (similar to reorder point) will signal the item
manager when the degree o-f imbalance reaches thresholds
established by the mathematical model. The model will rely
heavily on asset positioning criteria and in turn on the
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accuracy and timeliness of Service-provided data on weapon
system fieldings, major modifications and design changes,
etc.
b. Retail Redistribution
De-fense Logistics Agency's item managers, with
visibility o-f assets, especially excesses, at the retail
level will be in a position to provide more immediate
support to customers by directing shipment (s) -from other
sites. This would require real time asset visibility and
close coordination between DLA and the Services.
1 1 • Development o -f PPBS Inputs
Objective—The Services and DLA should develop the
capability to prepare their POM and secondary item budget
submissions on a weapon system basis. CRef. 7:p. 283
Approach—The DLA stock -fund budget submission will
reflect the prorated weapon system stratification developed
under Objective Two (Stock Levels by Weapon System).
Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) and budget entries for
inventory augmentation will reflect weapon system applica-
tions wherever such application a.re known. Five year
projections for augmentations for provisioning will be based
on Services' own five year projections. To the extent that
the Services can identify out-year requirements by weapon





Objective—The Services and DLA should develop the
capability to track and monitor budget execution on a
weapon system basis. [Ref. 7: p. 29]
Approach—DLA will estimate budget execution
(commitments, obligations and expenditures) based on the
same prorated demand system used -for Objectives Two and
Eleven (Stock Levels by Weapon System and Preparation o-f
PPBS Inputs). In general, exact recording o-f individual
-financial transactions by weapon system is not possible due
to commonality o-f application. The De-fense Logistics Agency
will estimate budget execution by weapon system by breaking
out periodic (e. g., monthly) program execution using weapon
system demand -factors. Procurement actions identified as
inventory augmentation -for known weapon system application
will be tracked by weapon system.
1 3 Balan ci ng Resour ces
Objective—The Services and DLA should develop a
mechanism to trade optimally among procurement, repair and
distribution resources so that these resources can be
balanced to achieve maximum weapon system effectiveness for
the minimum total logistics cost. CRef . 7:p. 30D
Approach—This objective is an extension of the
standard Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) theory which balances
inventory holding and ordering costs. It goes far beyond
EOQ in that it introduces costs associated with storage,
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transportation and repair. Satisfying this objective will
require a complex mathematical model to balance the various
resources. Modeling is made especially complex by includ-
ing depot costs since these may include one—time investments
(such as Military Construction (MILCON) or rewarehousi ng
)
that would have long term impacts on response time. The
implementation e-f-fort will also include a study to determine
whether DLA ' s small repair program should be included.
The balancing model will not be used as a routine
computational model like the standard EOQ. Rather, it will
be used to monitor the application and balancing o-f
resources and recommend long term adjustments to procure-
ment, repair, depot operations and transportation programs.
D. CHAPTER SUMMARY
Although DLA has placed a great deal o-f importance on
weapon systems support capability in recent years the DoD
concept places an additional emphasis on the management o-f
items -For all weapon systems and must be taken seriously.
This chapter has described the thirteen objectives
identified in the DoD concept and a general description o-f
DLA ' s approaches developed to implement those objectives.
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I V . BENEFITS FROM THE ENHANCED CONCEPT
Weapon system management is a technique of managing
that seeks to enhance end item readiness by providing the
capability to concentrate management attention and resources
on weapon systems rather than on individual items. The
concept requires that readiness and per-formance objectives
be established at the weapon system level, and management
decisions, policies, and practices set on weapon system
readiness. The management capabilities necessary to support
this approach will require significant changes in the areas
o-f supply, procurement, maintenance, transportation, and
financial management.
The weapon system management concept also provides tools
-for measuring supply performance against specific weapon
system support goals. This represents a distinct improve-
ment over measuring performance using average supply
availability rates which a.re measures of the percentage of
customer demands and which can be satisfied from on-hand
stocks. A high supply availability rate does not necessar-
ily equate to high weapon system readiness, since the lack
of one critical part may prevent a weapon system from being
ready to fulfill its mission. A key benefit that weapon
system management offers is the capability to measure the
impact of materiel support on weapon system performance and
consider the effect of materiel management decisions on the
performance levels o-f weapon systems.
In the -following sections, the thirteen weapon system
management objectives identified by the SMPG will be listed
with the benefits DLA expect to obtain -from each.
A. APPLICATION FILES
Establishment o-f application files is a necessary step
toward relating stockage decisions to operational readiness
of systems and will allow the most effective use of weapon
system readiness optimization models. It will also allow
DLA to use specific weapon system's program data in the
demand forecasting process. Also, by allowing the identi-
fication of all systems or equipment dependent upon a
secondary item, the establishment of complete application
files will permit consideration of total requirements not
only for computing buy/repair quantities but also for making
distribution decisions, more effective allocation of
management resources, disposal decisions, and long range
management decisions such as life-of-type buy determination.
B. STOCK LEVELS BY WEAPON SYSTEM
This summarization will allow better visibility and
analysis of the effects of policy decisions and management
actions on each weapon system's materiel support require-
ments. It will allow budget and funding decisions to
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be made by weapon system and will provide quantification
of secondary item resources by weapon system -for management
i nf ormation.
C. OPTIMIZATION MODEL
Reorientation of stockage policy -from an item approach
to a weapon system approach will provide better weapon
system readiness -from available materiel funding by devel-
oping stock levels at each supply echelon tailored to each
item's impact on weapon system readiness. Enhanced assess-
ment capabilities will improve justification of budget
submissions and will provide weapon system operators
information on the level of weapon system support that can
be expected from available or projected spares and repair
parts.
D. INTEGRATED INITIAL/REPLENISHMENT SPARES COMPUTATION
Integration of initial and replenishment spares re-
quirements computations will provide consistency in compu-
tation techniques and a less turbulent transition from
initial to replenishment- spares, thereby enhancing the
military readiness of the weapon systems being supported.
E. ASSET VISIBILITY
By establishing a single point of total supply system
asset visibility for an item, DLA ' s inventory managers
will be better able to -forecast materiel short-falls on a
system—wide basis and recognize and deal with materiel
maldistribution or bottlenecks in the system.
F. DEMAND/USAGE REPORTING
Demand/usage data by weapon system will allow the use
o-f weapon system readiness optimization techniques in the
requirements computation process. This will allow DLA to
make stockage determinations that will optimize weapon
system availability and will permit more e-f-fective utiliza-
tion and redistribution o-f available assets to satisfy
priority requirements.
G. INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE
Inventory Materiel Managers will be able to forecast
future demand more accurately when end item program data
affecting that demand is available to them. More accurate
demand forecasts translate directly into better supply
support. In addition, the managing DSC will be able
to project item stock levels to support weapon system
readiness objectives using Service-provided demand data,
weapon system/end item densities, application data, and
resupply time goals. The using Components will be able




By providing performance data at the weapon system
level, potential or actual problem areas can be identified
more easily, management attention can be directed more
precisely, and the effectiveness of corrective action can
be measured more accurately. By tracking actual weapon
system readiness as a -Function o-f spares support, require-
ments computation systems can be calibrated and their
accuracy improved.
I. ASSET POSITIONING
This objective is designed to improve weapon system
support by developing the capability to position materiel
nearest the point o-f projected use. Placing stocks closest
to the point o-f use will allow DLA to shorten customer
resupply time and save resources by minimizing unnecessary
long distance shipment consolidation and the efficiency of
transportation resources.
J. DISTRIBUTION
The capability to redistribute assets effectively
improves the chances that they will be available when and
where needed in the shortest possible time. This can be
controlled to minimize the expenditure of second destination
transportation funds and delays due to the assets being
in transit.
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K. DEVELOPMENT OF PPBS INPUTS
This objective affords visibility of the weapon system
support provided by budget and POM requests, thus providing
better management information -from which decisions on
resource allocation can be made.
L. BUDGET EXECUTION
This approach provides management with the -financial
in-formation necessary to relate program execution to the
performance o-f specific weapon systems.
M. BALANCING RESOURCES
By trading optimally between logistics resources, higher
readiness can be attained with lower total cost and limited
resources can be allocated according to weapon system
pri or i ti es.
Although all o-f the bene-fits addressed here Are said to
be important ones, DLA feels that the major benefit is the
increased capability provided to improve investment deci-
sions and end item readiness.
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V . SUMMARY
, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In recent years, the De-fense Logistics Agency has
initiated e-f-forts to improve its weapon system management
capabilities. However, when viewed -from a DoD perspective,
the limited progress that has been achieved is largely the
result o-f organizational approaches rather than substantive
changes in inventory management techniques and systems. The
lack o-f a DoD approved concept o-f weapon system management
has contributed to this situation.
The FY 1985-1990 De-fense Guidance addressed the problem
by requiring the Services and DLA to develop a plan to
manage their secondary items on a weapon system basis.
De-fense Logistics Agency and OASD (MI&L) , working through
the SMPG, responded to the De-fense Guidance requirement by
taking actions as indicated in this thesis.
This study accomplishes the intent o-f DLA by:
— Describing DLA ' s original weapon system inventory
management concept.
— Describing the e-f-forts presently under way at DLA to
implement the SMPG objectives.
— Providing a basis -for the -following conclusions and
recommendati ons:
A. CONCLUSION
Since, the lack o-f a DoD approved concept o-f weapon
system management has contributed to the degree o-f progress
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that has been made by DLA and the Services in improving
weapon system management implementation, the 1985-1990
Defense Guidance concept should be a priority objective of
the De-fense Logistics Agency.
The De-fense Logistics Agency should keep in mind that
the proposed DoD concept of weapon system management
addressed in this study has been identified by DoD to be the
minimal capabilities that DLA should develop to manage
inventory effectively on a weapon system basis, any addi-
tional actions that will contribute to the enhancement
effort should not. be overlooked. A joint OSD/DLA commitment
is necessary to oversee and coordinate the development of
the implementation plans and ensure consistency with the DoD
concept.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to improve DLA ' s management of secondary item
inventories, it is recommended that—DLA:
1. Continue its implementation of the concept as a
priority DLA goal.
2. Identify a starting point for the development of a
future evaluation of the effort which will assist in
determining if and when the benefits materialize.
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APPENDIX A
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE APPROVAL LETTER
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. THC OtSTWICT Of COLUfcWIA
2 s ju?j T3SS
MDIORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARIES OP THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS
DIRECTOR OF THE DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
SUBJECT: Secondary Item '4eapon System Management
X approve the inclo«td »«apon System Management Concept
developed by tha joint OSD/Coaponant Supply Management Policy
Group. Tha concept provides an innovative approach to materiel
management which will enhance aatariel readiness and improve our
capability to utilize defense resources more effectively.
Implementation of the concept will be a long term,
incremental effort requiring major changes to logistics policies,
systems, and procedures. Because each Component possesses unique
operating environments r automated systems capabilities and weapon
system or ien ta t iona , Components will develop their own
implementation plans, consistent with the concept. Additionally,
I am directing the ASD(MI4L) to develop new or revised OoO-wide
policies required to implement the weapon system concept and to
oversee the development of Component implementation plans.
APPENDIX B
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEM AND SYSTEM PROGRAM
MANAGERS
DgrrvsE ' nBISTICS AGENCY
WEAPON SYSTEM SUPPORT PROGRAM







HELICOPTER. COBRA/TOM, AH SERIES
TANK. ABRAMS 1-t
BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE SYSTEMS (BF.'S)
MISSILE. PATRIOT
HELICOPTER. BLACK HAWK (JH-60A
MISSILE. PERSHING II
HELICOPTER, APACHE AH-64
MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM(MLRS)
MISSILE, HELLFIRE
RADARS. FIREFINDER AN/TPQ 36 k 37
HOWITZER SP, 8 IN. MHO SERIES
03-26-1986
DESIGNATOR SYSTEM - :ne LINE CRIT.
CODE PH ,'IQ NO CODE
05A AVSCOM 693-1411 A
12A MI COM 746-5135 A
23A AMCCOM 793-1309 A
30A TACQH 786-6832 A
34A AVSCON 693-3306 A
36A TACOM 786-i662 A
37A TACOH 746-5121 A
39A MI COM 747-T71? A
40A AVSCCM 693-1302/3 A
m MICOM 746-1165/6 A
61A AVSCCM 693-1911 A
62A MICCM 7*6-32'6 A
64A MICCM 746-1365 A
74A CECOM 996-5321 A
77A AMCCCM 793-5678 A
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DEF-NSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM







VEHICLE. RECOVERY M-3B SERIES
CARRIER. ?ERS M-U3A1 St M-I13A2
HELICOPTER, KIOWA 0H-58(LIF yPNS CODE 2E!
MISSILE, DRAGON ANTITANK
VEHICLE, TOW 2 H-901A1
TRUCKS, HEAVY EXPANDED MOBILITY TACTICAL (HEMTT)
CARRIER. COMMAND P0STIM577A1 4 M577A2)
FIRE SUPPORT VEHICLE(FISTV) M9B1
GUN DISPLAY UNIT, AN/GYK-2?
DATA PROCESSING SYS AUTO, AN/HYQ-4(DAS-3)
HELICOPTER, FLYING CRANE - CH-54
ARMORED COMBAT EAPTHM0VER(M9)
FIELD ARTILLERY AMMUNITION SUPPORT VEHICLE (FAASV) (H9?2)
ARMORED VEHICLE LAUNCH 9RIDGEIM60A1 k H48A5)
VEHICLE. RECOVERY, 'M-573!
ENGINE, TANKCM-1) ,A6T 1500
03- 24-1986
DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE LINE CRIT.
CODE PM NO NO code'
02A AVSCOH 693-2095 8
11A MICOH 716-6130 3
19A MICOM 746- T639 B
26A AHCCOM 793-4309 3
28A TACOM 786-6622 B
2?A TACOM 786-5616 B
32A AVSCCM 693-2950 B
63A MICOM 746-2226 B
67A TACOM 786-9335 B
72A TACOM 786-3016 B
35A TACOM 736-5571 B
86A TACOM 786-5571 B
AXA CECOM 992-3347/3 031557 B
BAA CECOM 992-3347/3 D73075 B
BGA AVSCCM 693-3956 B
FGA TACOM 786-3453 W76473 B
FHA TACOM 786-3453 C10908 3
FTA TACOM 786-3453 3
JDA TACOM 786-6536 R50544 B
QUA TACOM 736-6662 B
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WEAFCN SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM






TRUCK, 5AMA 30AT M-561/N-792
HELICOPTER, COBRA AH-13
MISSILE. NIKE HERCULES
RADAR SE T ANN/PPS4
RADIO SET AN /SRC -106
VEHICLE, RECOVERY M-578
HOWITZER M-102
BRIDGE, MOB ASSAULT mAB)
SAT.COM. TERH. AN/FSC 73 & 7?
HOWITZER, 153MM.M-198
MISSILE. STINGER
MOHAWK. OV-!D<SPEC.ELEC. MISSION A/C!SEMA))
RADAR, FOWARD AREA ALERTING (FAAR!
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM, GUARDRAIL . RU-2IH fSE MA>
GROUND LASER LOCATOR DESIGNATOR C3LLD) DEVICE
LASER TARGE" DESIGNATOR (LTD) DEVICE, AN/PAQ-1
AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM. AN/T33-73
RADIO SYSTEM. SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND & AIRBOURNE-V (SINC5ARS1
MASK. PROTECTIVE A/C, CHEM, .3I0LQS. ,RADIQLOG. !CBR! ,M-24
TRUCKS, M-915 SERIES, M-916A1
VEHICLE, COMMERCIAL UTILITY CARGO(C'JCV)




TRUCK 'VEHICLE SYSTEM. 1 1/4 TONtHM MNV)
GAS MASK, *25 SERIES
HEL:CO? t ER. CAYUSE. DH-6A(LIF yPNS CODE iai
CARRIER, MORTAR 107MM k 107W11PIPJ, (H106A1 1 M106A2)
CARRIER, CARGO 6-TGN (,1548 4 HS4BA1)
REPAIR FACILITY, 0A3991
TEST STATION. OG-: a O'ViMSM





COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL, SATELLITE. AN/MSC-54(Vi,V2,V3)









DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE LINE CRIT.
CODE PM NO NO CODE
0!A MICCM 746-5409 •c
04A HICOM 746-1165 C
OTA TACCM 786-6362 C
16A TACOM 786-3333 C
17A AVSCOM 693-1913 r
20A MICCM 746-3137 C
21A CECCM 9<?2-7960 C
22A CECOM 992- 7960 c
24A AMCCOM 793-4309 c
25A AMCCOM 793-4309 r
31A AVSC2M 693-2073 C
33A CECOM 992-5305 c
33A AMCCOM 793-4309 c
33A MICOM 746-6193 C
4*A AVSCCM 693-3179 c
47A MICOM 746-6130 c
60A AVSCCM 693-2391 c
65A MICOM 746-3133 c
66A MICOM 746-1365/3 c
6SA MICOM 742-3440 c
1) 70A CECOM 995-4142/3 c
71A AMCCOM 793-5673 L.
73A TACCM 736-3016 c
7 CA TACOM 736-3636 c
78A TArc w ^h-Wl c
7'A TACCM 736-3571 c
30A TACOM 736-S331 c
31A AMCCOM 793-3673 c
32A AVSCCM 693-2c 30




AAA rrpnMwCULfn 992-3347/3 <3096 3 6 c












AEA CECOM 992-3347 '3 7,
t * a ,
L
AFA CECOM 7o?_2i2" Z 7701 T c
AGA CECOM 992-3347/3 S51390 r
AHA CECOM 992-3347/3 R27247 r
AJA CECOM 992-3347/3 Z32633 c
AKA C'COM ' 1'2-334 7 '3 Zl"696 c
ALA CECOM 992-3347/3 R14148 r
AMA lcuun 992-33*7/3 441666 c
ANA CECOM 992-3347/3 'en ,7C c
APA CECOM 992-3347/3 F20404 r
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WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM
TABLE QF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
ARMY
WEAPON SYSTEM
PLATOON EARLY WARNING SYSTEM, AN/TR3-2
RADAR SURVEILLANCE, AN/APS-P1F
LASER, INFRARED DBS. AN/GVS-5
RADAR SET, AN/PPS-5B(VM
SOUND RANGING SET, AN/TNS-1Q
IMAGERY INTERPRETATION CTR, AN/TYQ-IKVM
COMMUNICATIONS TERMAINAL, AN/UGC-74
CIRCUIT SWITCH, AN/7YC-39




BURST COMMUNICATION SYS, AN/TSC-99
ANTENNA, 0E-254/6RC
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE. 5KB, lOOHZ. "EP022A
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE, 1QKB, MEP013A
GENERATOR SET, SAS ENGINE, 10KH, PU-332
BOAT, BRIDGE ERECTION
COMP UNIT RCP: TRAILER MTD.GAS DRIVEN, 15CFM.175PS
I
CCM° UNIT RCP: AIR, WHEEL RTI
COMP UNIT RCP: AIR. WHEEL. GAG
, GAS DRIVEN, 4CFM.3000PS1
jhl'i JOOPSI
PU-760/H
CMPRESSOR UNIT ROTARY; AIR.TRLR NT0,250CFM,100PSI
DETECTING SET, MINE. PORTABLE
DETECTING SET, MINE, PORTABLE (G02341)
DISTRIBUTOR. BITUMINOUS MATERIEL
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 15N:Pl!-732/M
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 30KB. 400HZ:
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 30KB, MEP104A
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 100W, NEP106A
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE. 200KB, MEP108A
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE, 10KB, 4O0H2. PU-37S
GENERATOR SET. GAS ENGINE, ,5KB, MEF'^"





GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE.
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE,
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE,
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE. 3KB,DC,PU-666
5ENEFAT0R SET, GAS ENGINE. 3KW, PU-617
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE. 5KB, PU-631 •
GENERATOR SET, SAS ENGINE, 5KK, PU-409
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE, 5KB, P'J-6:a/M





1. 5KB, DC, ME?''i23A
3KB, 400HZ, MEP021A
03-: 6-1936
DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE LINE CRIT.
CODE PM NO NO CODE
ASA CECUM 992-3347/3 P06148 C
ARA CECOM 992-3347/3 E56351 C
ASA CECOM 992-3347/3 L40063 C
ATA CECOM 992-33*7/3 016110 c
AUA CECOM M7_TT17 '? T96605 r
AVA CECOM 992-3347/3 J69150 C
m CECOM 9*2-3347/3 V36146 C
AYA CECOM 9<?2- 7347 /3 C41061 r
AZA CECOM 992-3347/3 F83626 C
BBA CECOM 992-3347/3 R33349 p
BCA CECOM 992-3347/3 R40073 c
BDA CECOM 992-3347/3 R399B3 c
BEA CECOM 992-3347/3 Zl 11 14 c
8FA CECOM 992-3347/3 A79331 r
3HA TROSCOM 693-2562 J48713 C
BJA TROSCCM 693-2662 J4939B C
3KA TROSCOM 693-2662 J49809 C
3LA i RUcuLn 693-2662 c
3MA TROSCOM c
BNA TROSCOM 693-2662 E70317 r
3PA TROSCOM 693-2662 E70896
BQA TROSCOM 693-2662 E72B04 c
BRA TROSCOM 693-2662 50220* [
BSA TROSCCM 693-2662 0023*1 c
3TA TROSCCM 693-2662 3273" c
SUA TROSCOM 693-2662 336071 r
BVA TROSCOM 693-2562 C
SWA TROSCOM 593-2562 J 36 301 £
3XA TROSCOM 693-6:2 J339S6 c
3YA. i nu3LU.i 693-2562 340150 c
3ZA rqpqrnfl 693-2562 J4I319 c
TROSCOM 593-2562 r
CBA TROSCOM 693-2662 J42976 r
CCA TROSCCM 693-2562 J43027 C
CDA TROSCCM 693-2562 J 139 IB p
CE.A TROSCOM 593-2662 J 44055 c
CFA TROSCOM 693-2562 J45S36 c
CGA TROSCOM 693-2562 J46265 c
CHA TROSCOM 693-2662 J46331 r
CJA TROSCOM 693-2662 J46396 r
pi/a
TROSCCM 693-2662 J47343 r
CLA TROSCOM 693-2562 J 17180 c
CMA TRCSOOM 673-3662 C
CNA TROSCOM 593-2150 813663 c
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AIR REC, GAS EHtlVEN. 1SCFM, 173PSI




GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 5KW.MEP002A
SENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 10KM,ME?903A
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL EN6INE,15KW,MEP004A
SENERATOR SET, DIESEL EN6INE,1SK«
!
400KZ,SEP!13A
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL EN6INE.30KW MEP005A
SENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE. 30KH.PU-4O6
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 30KW.400HZ , MEPi 1-1A
SENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 60KH.MEP006A
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, 60KH,400HZ,.1EP115A
GENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE. 100KH
SENERATOR SET, DIESEL ENGINE, :OOKU, lMEP009A
GENERATOR SET, GAS ENGINE, 10KM, 40OHZ .PU-304/MPQ-4
SENERATOR SET, SAS ENGINE, 10KH .PU-619/H
GENERATOR SET, SAS EN6iNE.3KH 1 HEP016A
SENERATOR SE T
,
SAS ENGINE, :?», DC, MEP026A
SENERATOR SET, SAS EN6ZNE.3KK.PU-62S
GENERATOR SET, SAS ENGINE, SKH.MEP017A
GENERATOR SET, SAS ENGINE. !KU,PU-620
SENERATOR SET. SAS ENGINE, 10KH,400HZ,MEP-023A
LANDING OPAF' UTILITY, 115 FT
TANK, PUMPING UNIT
TANK UNI T , LIQUID DISPENSE 1?
SgiiAD AUTOMATIC ^EAPGN(SAS)
CANNON LAUNCHED GUIDED c RS;ECT ILE.
n
OF D ER uEAC




; E PSUIPMENT CBR.MtO
DECONTAMINATING APPARATUS. POiiES DRIVEN SKID MTD,M12A1
riLTEF. JNIT, SAS PARTICULATE! MS6
SENE :'A T OR, SMOKE
BUN, AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY, SF-JOMM M42-SER I ES (DUSTER!
HOWITZER MEDIUM TC'JED '55MM
LAUNCHER, "GRENADE:" 40^^203
MACHINE SUN, .30 CAL,H2,HB,FLEI,t HVYTT FIXED
MACHINE SUN, ,50 CAL,MB5
1ACHINE SUN, 7.i2MM, M240
MACHINE GUN, 7.62MM, M60
MORTAR, 60MM, M224
MOP T &R, 4.2 INCH.M30JN MOUNT, M-24 SERIES
RIFLE, 5.56MM, MliAl
03- 26-1986
DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE LINE CHIT.
CODE PM NO NO CODE
CPA TROSCOH 693-2130 E692*2 C
C3A TROSCGM 693-2130 E70064 C
CRA TROSCCM 693-2130 J33629 C
CSA TROSCCM 693-2130 J33630 C
CTA TROSCCM 693-2150 J35B01 c
CUA TROSCOM 69T-2150 J35B13 r
CVA TROSCCM 693-2130 u J LJ C
CM TROSCCM 693-2150 J33S33 n
CIA TPOSCOM 693-2130 J 34 00
6
C
CYA TROSCOM 693-2130 J36109 r
CZA TROSCOM 693-2150 c
DAA TROSCCM 693-2150 J36725 c
DBA TROSCCM 693-2150 J33301 c
DCA TROSCOM 693-2150 J338306 c
DDA TROSCCM 693-2130 J38712 c
DEA TROSCCM 693-2150 J4015B p
DFA TROSCCM 693-2150 J4142 c
DGA TROSCCM 693-2150 J42100 c
OHA TROSCCM 693-2150 J45699 c
DJA TROSCCM J93-215Q J46110 r
OKA TRDSCQM 693-2150 J*6232 C
DLA TROSCOM 693-2130 J47063 L
DMA TROSCCM J 476 17 r
DNA TROSCCM 693-2150 J 49 16 C
DPA TROSCCM 693-2130 L36376 c
DQA TROSCCM 493-2130 V12141 c
DRA TROSCCM 693-2130 V19950
DSA AMCCOM io 3-ii36 Mrjannt? [
DTA AMCCOM 793-4156 p^r:7~ c
DUA AMCCOM T93-547S A32060 c
OVA AMCCOM
7Qt_c;t!- CC1JCT r
I'.M AMCCOM 793-5673 FB1B80
<*
DXA AMCCOM ^3-3473 J 49901 p
DYA AMCCOM 797-5473 130492 r*
DZA AMCCOM 793-3473 J96320 r
EAA AMCCOM 7°3-56 7
"
KS7B03 [
E3A AMCCOM 793-3673 L44595 [
ECA AMCCOM 793-5673 L91975/ '1701
EDA AMCCOM 793-3673 int p r
EFA AMCCOM 793-3679 i 32'32
r*
EGA AMCCOM 793-5473 L92336 C
EHA AMCCOM 793-3673 M67939 c
EJA AMCCOM 7°3-3673 *69232 r
EKA AMCCOM 793-5679 R94977 C
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WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT 'ROSRAM
TABLE QF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
ARMY
WEAPON SYSTEM
SHOP EQUIPMENT, CONTACT MAINTENANCE, TRUCK MOUNTED
SHOP EQUIPMENT, ELECTRICAL REPAIR, SEMI-TRAILER MOUNTED
SHOP EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC REPAIR. SEMI-TRAILER MOUNTED
SHOP EQUIPMENT, GENERAL PURPOSE REPAIR, SEMI-TRAILER MOUNTED
SHOP EQUIPMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL 'EPAIR LIGHT. TRUCK MOUNTED
GROUND EHPLACED MINE SCATTERING SYS.,!GEMSS)
SHEL'ER SYSTEM M51.NBC
TEST SET ELECTRONIC SYS; DIRECT SUPPQRT(DSESTS)
DECGN APPARATUS, PORTABLE 14 LITER.K13
HEL3N FIRE EXTINGUISHES RECHARSING/SEBVICE KIT
COMPUTER BALLISTIC, MORTAR XM-23
COMPRESSOR OUTFIT PNEU TOOL AND COMPRESSOR







TRUCK, WRECKER 5T. 6X6 H/WINCH ME i816,M543A2,i1543,M62,M54
TRUCK. TRACTOR 5T 6X6 W/E M813,M52A2,M52A1,M52
TRUCK, FL (MIOA)
TRUCK, FL !M4K)
TRUCK, cL(ARTFT-6 i ARTFT-S "OPS!
CONTAINER, HANDLER 'DV-43)
ANALYZER SET, PORTABLE ENGINE
STE-"1-FVS













TRUCK, TRACTOR !H91l &
SEMI-TRAILER (M747!
TRUCK, CAR60 it WRECKER fc
HEMAT (M989)
TRUCK, TANK: FUEL SEPV. 2 I/2T. 6X6 W/E
TRUCK, CARGO: 5T. 6X6 XLH8 ill
THERMAL IMAGERY
VEHICLE. FIRE SUPPORT TEAM(FIST/V TGT STA
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM/ADVANCED ATTACK HELLIC0P TER(FCS/AAH64)
IMPROVED CANTACT SUPPORT SET { I CSS)
N559 \ M877!
03-:26-1936
DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE LINE CRIT.
CODE ?M NO NO CODE
ELA AMCCOM 797-5673 T10133 c
EMA AMCCOM 793-5673 T10275 c
ENA AMCCCM 793-3673 T10412 c
:d EPA AMCCOM 793-5673 T 10549 c
EQA AMCCOM 793-5673 T13132 c
ERA AMCCOM 793-4156 Q?n<pQ c
ESA AMCCCM 793-4156 T0Q474 c
EUA AMCCCM 793-4156 T52349 c
EVA AMCCOM 793-4156 C31537 c
EWA TROSCOM 793-4156 R61406 r
EXA AMCCOM 793-4156 C60294 C
EYA TACOM 786-6536 P11866 C
EZA TACOM 736-65B6 R11006 c
FAA TACOM 786-3453 E72304 c
FBA TACOM 736-3453 F43003 r
RCA TACOM 736-3453 X51585 C
FDA TACOM 736-3453 674733 c
FEA TACCM 736-3453 L76556 c
FFA TACOM 736-3453 S56246 c
KAHALL W/ NN)
FJA TACCM 736-5111 X63299 L
FKA TACOM 786-5703 159326 c
FLA TACCM 736-3453 L
CMA TACOM 786-3453 c
FNA TACOM 786-3453 n
FFA TACHM 736-3453 c
FQA TACOM 786-3453 c
FPA TACCM 736-3453 c
FSA TACOM 786-5453 r
FUA TACOM 736-3453 c
rvfl TACCM 786-8453 L
FWA TACOM 736-3453 f
FXA TACCM 736-3453 c
FYA TACCM 786-9453 c
FZA TACCM 736-3453 c
GAA TACOM 786-3453 c
GBA TACCM 786-9453 r
SCA TACOM 736-3453 r
GDA TACOM 736-3453 C
GEA TACOM 736-6523 X57271 c
GFA TACOM 786-5204 X4H05 r
GGA MICOM 746-3811 c
SHA MICCM 746-1325 C
1) SJA MICOM 746-3206 C
GKA MICOM 746-2017 C-
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TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
ARMY 03-24-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM










FIRE DIRECTION CENTER. DV. TACFIRE
HIGH SPEED DATA BUFFER. TD-1065
DATA PROCESSING SYS auTO, AN/MYO-4A
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL. AN/GSC-52IV)
SPECIAL L0SI3TIC3 DROJECT
INTERIOR BAY BRIDGE FLOATING
LAUNDRY UNIT
LIGHTER AMPHIBIOUS SP, 15T0N. LARC-XV
LIGHTER AMPHIBIOUS SP, 60T0N, LARC-LX
POWER PLANT ELECTRIC, 60KW, AN/MJQ-12A
POWER PLANT ELECTRIC, AN/HJS-15
POWER UNIT UTILITY PACK: GAS TURBINE ENG DRVNIMUST!
PUMP.RECIP POWER DRIVEN
PUMPING ASSY. FLAMMABLE LIQUID. ENGINE DRIVEN, ISO GPM
RAMP BAY BRIDGE FLOATING
WATER PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT SET: DIATCMITE FILTER, 450 GPH
WATER PURIFICATION EQUIPMENT SET. [500 GPH
SELF-°POPELLED CRANE, AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
TRACTOR, FL TRKD LOW SPD DSL LST DSP SECTNIIED AIR TRANPTBL
TRACTOR, FULL TRCKD LOW SPD: DSL MED DBP W/3UL DOZ
TRSCTCR, F'JLL TRCKD LOW SPD: DSL MED DBP W/3UL DOZ
TRACTOR FULL TRCKD LOW SPD: DSL HVY DBP W/BULL DOZ W/RIP C'ER
TRAC TQR, WHL IND: DSL W/EACKHOE W/LGADER W/HYD TOOL ATTACH
DSL DRVN MED DBP W/BULL DOZ HYD TILT
: 10 TON 4 WHEEL W/F
T ACTICAL ! 1/4 TON *J2 W/E(MS93i
1/4 TON *X4 W/E
1 1/4
T
0N 6X6 W/E (H792)







TRUCK CARSO: T ACTICAL ! 1/4
T
CN 4X2 W/E ; MS90:







TRUCK CARGO: TACTICAL 1
TRUCK CARGO: TACTICAL 1
2 1/2T. SXi W/E
ON iiu'w/COMMON SHELTER KIT
1/4
T
CN 4X4 W/60 AMP KIT W/E
1/4 TON 4X4 W/60 COMM SHELTER KIT
1/4 TON 4X4 W/60 AMP COMM SHELTER
LOADER, SCOOP TYPE:DED «X4 W/5 CY GP BUCKET 'CCE
LOADER, SCOOP TYPE: DSL 2 1/2 CU YD HINGE FRMQ
LOADER. SCOOP TYPE: SEC 2 1/2 CU YD
VEHICLE, RECOVERY, FULL TRACKED: MEDIUM ARMORED
TRAILER, SEMI, TANK: 5000 GAL FUEL DISF
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ROLLER, PNEUMATIC: VARIBLE PRESSURE SELF-PROPELLED (CCE)
ROLLER, VIBRATORY: SELF-PROPELLED HIGH IMPACT SINGLE DRUM
SEMITRAILER, FLAT BED: 3REAKBULT/C0NT TRANSPORTER 22 1/2 TON
WRECKER 12 TON 4 WHEEL 40 FT W/E
FULL -RACKED (LESS MORTAR)
SELF PROPELLED (LESS MORTAR)
LIGHT TRACKED
CARRIER, GUIDED MISSILE EOUIP.: LESS WEAPON (TOW)
COMPACTOR. HIGH SPEED: T AMPING SELF-DROPELLED (CCE)
VEHICLE, COMBAT, ANTI-TANK: IMPROVED TOW VEHICLE
CRANE, WHEEL NTD:5 TON DSL 4X4 ROUGH TERRN AIR TRANSPT
CRANE, WHEEL MTD:20 TON W/3LK TACKLE
CRANE, WHEEL MTD:5 TON DSL 4X4 DUAL POWER SHIFT RT AIR TRNSPT
TRUCK, AMBULANCE: TACTICAL 1 1/4 TON 4X4 W/E
FUEL 5000 SAL. 12 TON 4 WHEEL W/E
FUEL SERVICING 5000 SAL 12 TON 4 WHEEL
TRANSPORTER: 50 TON 5 WHEEL W/E
ELECTRIC 3-4 TQN 2 WHEEL 30 FT BODY W/E
REPAIR PARTS STORAGE 6 TON 4 WHEEL W/E
SUPPLY 12 TON 4 WHEEL W/E
TRACKED: 105MM (TTS)









TRUCK, MAINTENANCE: TELEPHONE UTILITY COMBAT 360000GVW
TRUCK, TRAILER: 5 TON YARD-TYPE 4X2
TRUCK. TRACTOR: LINE HAUL C'S 5000 GVHR 6X4 M?15
COMPRESSOR UNIT RTY: AIR WHL DSL DRVN 750 CFM 100 PS I (CCE)
TRUCK, VAN:SHOP 2 1/2T. 6X6 W/WINCH W/E
TRUCK, UTILITY: 1/4T. 4X4 CARRIER
DUMP: 5T. 6X6 W/E
CARGO: 2 1/2T. 6X6 XLWB W/WINCH W/E
CARSO: DROPSIDE 2 1/2T. 6X6 W/E
VAN:EXPANSIBLE 5T. 6X6 W/HYL LIFTGATE
SEMI-TRAILER, TANK: 5000 SAL. BULK
TRUCK, FORKLIFT; GAS 4000 LB. 144 IN.
FORKLIFT: ELEC. 4000 L3. 144 IN.
INSTRUMENTAL REPAIR SHOP M+D
TRACTOR: 10T. 6X6 W/MIDSHIP
TRUCK MOUNTED: HYL 25T. CAT (CCE)
SHOVEL TRK MTD: 20T. W/BOOH M20,M320T2,M208,M20A(F!
CRANE, CRWLR MTD: 12 1/2T. 223M 436M
TRUCK, CARGO TACTICAL: 1 1/4T. 4X4 W.100 M884
TELEPHONE, CENTRAL OFFICE, AUTOMATIC: AN/TTC-4KV) 1
TELEPHONE, CENTRAL OFFICE. AUTOMATIC: AN/TTC-41 (V)2
















































































































































































































































WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
ARMY
WEAPON SYSTEM
TELEPHONE, CENTRAL OFFICE. AUTOMATIC: AN/TTC-41 (V)4
COMMUNICATION "ENTER. PATCHING, AM/TTC-33CV)
1
TELEPHONE, CENTRAL OFFICE, AN/7TC-38V1
TELEPHONE, CENTRAL OFFICE, AN/MTC-1
TELEPHONE, CENTRAL OFFICE, AN/TTC-23
TELEPHONE, CENTRAL OFFICE. Afi/TTC-29
TELETYPEWRITER, CENTRAL OFFICE. AN/TTC-2?
TELETYPEWRITER, CENTRAL OFFICE, AN/TGC-30
CONTROL CENTER. COMMUNICATION TECHNICAL, AN/TSQ-B4 SERIES
COUNTEPMEASUPES SET, AN./GLS-3
COUNTERMEASURES SET. AN/TLQ-15
ELECTRONIC SHOP, MAINTENANCE FACILITY: AN/ARM-164
ELECTRONIC SHGP, SEMITRAILER MOUNTED, AN/ASH-199 SERIES
ELECTRONIC SHOP, SEMITRAILER MOUNTED, AN/ASH-190 SERIES
SIGHT, NIGHT VISION, AN/PVS-4
TOW NIGHT SIGHT EQUIPMENT SET, AN/UAS-12
OPERATIONS CENTER. COMMUNICATIONS, AN/MSC-31A
OPERATIONS CENTRAL, AN/MSC-32
PANEL PATCHING COMMUNICATION, SB-675/MSC
RADAR SET: AN/MPQ-49 'FARR)
RADAR SET: AN./PRS-15
RADAR SET: AN/TPS-25
RADIAC SET : AN/PDR-27
RADIACMETER: IM-174/PD
RADIO REPEATER SET, AN/TRC-109LP
RADIO REPEATER SET, AN/TRC-ilOPCM












RADIO TERMINAL SET, AN/MRC
RADIO TERMINAL SET,
RADIO TERMINAL SET, AN/TRC-117 LP
RADIO TERMINAL SET, AN/TRC-121 LP
RECEIVING SET, RADIO, AN/TRR-20









DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE LINE CRIT.
CODE PM NO NO CODE
LDA CECOM 992-3347 C79929 C
LEA CECOH 9«2-3347 D77886 c
LFA CECOM 992-3347 D78523 c
LGA CECOM 992-"47 D73907 c
LHA CECOM 992-3347 D79476 c
LJA CECOM 992-3347 D79491 c
IKA CECOM 992-T347 D79729 c
LMA CECOM 992-3347 DB0116 c
LNA CECOM 992-T747 E60197 c
LPA CECOM 992-3347 F204fi4 c
LQA CECOM 992-3347 F2J089 c
LRA CECOH 992-3347 H01842 c
LSA CECOM 992-3347 H01855 c
LTA CECOM 992-3347 HO 1957 c
LUA CECOM 992-3347 N04732 c
LVA CECOM 992-3347 N04982 c
LWA CECOM 992-3347 N20115 c
LXA CECOM 992-3347 N20663 c
LYA CECOM 992-3347 N5989B c
L2A CECOM 992-3347 316046 c
MAA CECOM 992-3347 316173 c
MBA CECOM 992-3347 317332 c
MCA CECOM 992-3347 319333 c
MDA CECOM 992-3347 321483 c
MEA CECOM 992-3347 323929 r
MFA CECOM 992-3347 323331 c
MGA CECOM 992- 7T47 323832 c
MHA CECOM 992-3347 334309 c
MJA CECOM 992-33*7 3392°9 c
MM CECOM 9°2- T347 345779 c
MLA CECOM 992-T347 353001 c
MMA CECOM 992-3347 954174 c
MNA CECOM 992-3347 956733 r
*PA CECOM 992-3347 9 73232 c
MQA CECOM oq?-T^i7 B9fllO0 r
MRA CECOM 992-3347 890120 c
MSA rem* 992-T347 591301 c
MTA CECOM 9"2-3347 391302 c
MUA CECOM 992-3347 392117 c
MVA CECOH 992-3347 392948 c
MWA CECOH 992-3347 392S54 c
MXA CECOH 992-3347 992959 c
MYA CECOM 992-3347 R33315 c
M2A CECOM 992-3347 R79027 c
60
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TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
ARMY
WEAPON SYSTEM
REPEATER SET RADIO, AN/TRC-113V3
REPEATER SET RADIO, AN/TRC-133
REPEATER SET RADIO, AN/TRC-152
REPEATER SET RADIO, AN/TRC-113!V)l
REPEATER TERMINAL SET, AN/TRC-145(V)2
RADIO TERMINAL SET, AN/TRC-145IV) t
RADIO TERMINAL SET, AN/TRC-L45(V)3
TRANSCEIVER, SMALL UNIT: AN/P9C-68
TERMINAL. TELEPHONE, AN/TCC-65
TELEPHONE CENTRAL OFFICE GROUP, AN/NTC-IO LP
TERMINAL, TELEPHONE, AN/TCC-60 LP •
TERMINAL, TELEPHONE, AN/TCC-61 LP
TERMINAL, TELEPHONE, AN/TCC-73V2 LP
TERMINAL, TELEPHONE, AN/TCC-73V3 LP
OPERATIONS CENTRAL, TELETYPEWRITER, AN/MGC-I?
OPERATIONS CENTRAL. TELETYPEWRITER, AN/MGC-32
RELAY, TELETYPEWRITER, AN/MGC-23
TERMINAL, TELETYPEWRITER, aN/«5C-22
TERMINAL SET TELEPHONE. AN/TCC-69 LP
TERMINAL TELEGRAPH, AN/MSC-34 LP
TERMINAL TELEGRAPH, AN/TSC-58 LP
TERMINAL TELEPHONE. AN/TCC-72 LP
MORTAR. SIMM, XH252
TEST SET.FM/AM RADIO, DIRECT SUPPORT, AM/8PH-114A
PULSE FORM RESTORER, TD-206
GUARDRAIL, IMPROVED V, AN/USD-9
TEST AND REPAIR SYS .ELECTRONIC, AN/MSIW05 (V) I
TAC3ATC0M, ^N/TSC-35





DIGITAL NOM SECURE VOICE TERMINAL. TA-954/0/TT
SUBMACHINE SUN, S.5MH, PORT FIRING, M231
EXPENDABLE JAMMERS (HAND EMPLACED k ARTY DELIVERED
AVIATION NIGHT VISION IMAGING SYS. .AN/AVS-6
HIGH POWER VEHICLE RADIO SET, AN/GRC-193A
LOW POWER MANPACK/VEHICULAR RADIO SET, AN/PRC-104A
SG-1139 O/S
TRANSCEIVER MULTICOUPLER, TD-1238
TACTICAL FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT SYS., AN/TRQ-33
REGENCY NET SYSTEM, AN/TRC-1791R) ,An/SRC-215
RIFLE, 5.5MM, M16A2
03-::i-L996
DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE LINE CRIT.
CODE PM NO NO CODE
NAA CECOH 992-3347 R73028 C
NBA CECOH 992-3347 R7S048 c
NCA CECOM 992-3347 R73067 c
NDA CECQM 992-3347 R73130 c
NEA CECOM 992-3347 R92942 r
NFA CECOM 992-T347 R929<?6 C
NGA CECOM 992-3347 R93030 c
NHA CECOM 992-3347 S83S85 c
NKA CECOM 992-3347 V2S144 c
NLA CECOM 992-3347 V29156 c
NMA CECOH 992-3347 V31417 c
NNA CECOM 992-3347 V31419 c
NPA CECOM 992-3347 V3I452 c
NQA CECOM 992-3347 V31453 c
NRA CECOH 992-3347 V39223 c
NSA CECOM 992-3347 V39253 c
NTA CECOM 992-3347 V39309 c
NUA CECCM 992-3347 V44023 c
NVA CECOM 992-3347 V5586C c
NWA CECOM 992-3347 V57092 r
NKA CECCM 992-3347 V57304 C
NYA CECCM 992-3347 V58827 C
NZA AMCCOM 793-3483/4 • Z44323 c
PAA CECCM 992-3347 TB7463 c
PBA CECOM 9R2-3347 RB3196 c
PCA CECOM 992-3347 MULT IP ru
PDA CECOM 992-3347 MULT IP c
PEA CECOM 9"2-3347 Z16483 r
PFA CECOM R92-3347 Z77066 C
PSA CECOM 992-3347 PIULTIP C
PHA CECOM 992-3347 N050S0 C
PJA CECOM R92-"47 Z92674 c
PKA CECOM 9<>2-3347 H27115 c
PLA CECOM 992-3347 Z22159 c
PMA AMCCCM 7R3-6403 S54419 c
PNA CECOM 992-3347 NONE c
PPA CECOM 992-3347 A34938 c
POA CECOM 992-3347 H3S404 c
PRA CECOH 992-3347 R55200 c
PSA CECOM 992-3347 D37041 c
PTA CECOM 992-3347 M27017 c
PL'A CECOM 992-3347 Z92424 c
PVA CECOM 992-3347 c
PWA AMCCOM 793-4593 R95035 c
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TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
ARMY 03-26-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM DESIGNATOR SYSTEM
CODE PM
MACHINE GUN, 7.62 MM, M204C
MACHINE GUN, 7.62MM, AIRCRAFT DOOR, M600
MACHINE SUN, GRENADE, 40MM MOD III(HTLD), MK19
POSITION AZIMUTH DETERMINING SYS. (PADS)
TOPOGRAPHIC SUPPORT SYSTEM (TSS)
HOSELINE OUTFIT FUEL HANDLING
SELF-PROPELLED ELEVATED MAINTENANCE STAND (3PEMS!
LIGHTWEIGHT DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM (IDS)
COUNTEPMEASUPE SET, AN/AL3-13A!V)1
COUNTERMEASURE SET, AN/ALG-156IV) 1
DETECTING SET RADAR, AN/APR-39 (V)
2
TRUCK, GUIDED MISSILE EQUIP. JEEP(TOH)
TRUCK, GUIDED MISSILE TDM
TRACTOR, CRAWLER LOW SPD: DSL HVY CAT D3K3A-53
TRUCK, DUMP: 20T. DSL DRV 12 CU YD F5070
TRUCK, F0RKL1FT: ELECTRIC 6000 L3 180 IN. ACFE60-24
TRUCK, CAR60: 5T. 6X6 XLWB W/W M53At,M814,M55,M55A2(ALL W/W)
TRUCK, CAR60: 5T. 3X8 W/E M656WW
TRUCK, VAN: EXPANSIBLE ST. 6X6 (ARMY) M820,M2"1AI
COLLECTING PROTECTION EQUIPMENT, NBC SIMPLIFIED fXH-20)
WELDING SHOP, TRAILER MOUNTED (REPLACES LIN Y48323)
WELDING MACHINE ARC, 300 AMP, GAS GENTRLR MTD
MASK CBR PROTECTIVE, M17 SERIES
SPECIAL PURPOSE MASK. H9A1
LAUNCHER, GRENADE SMOKE, M259/M2S7/M243
LAUNCHER, GRENADE SMOKE, M250/M239
CLEANER STEAM/HI SRESS. HOTWATER JET
COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL, AN/TSC-86
ANTENNA GROUP, 0E-T61(V,V1,V2)
COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL. GROUND SATELLITE, AN/GSC-40,40A
SINGLE CHANNEL BACKPACK IJHF SATELLITE SYS, AN/PSC-3


























COMMUNICATIONS TERM., SHF GMF SATELLITE, AN/TSC-^AlVliV!
CONTROL TERMINAL (MOBILE), 'JHF SATELLITE AN/MSQ-114
CONTROL TERMMINAL, 'JHF SATELLITE, AN/FS3-124
SCRAPER, ELEV. NON-SECTIONALIZED 613BSNS
SCRAPER, ELEV. SECTIONAL I ZED 4138SS
TRACTOR, FL LOW SPD: DSL DRIVEN D5BNS






























































































































































TOTAL WEAPONS SYSTEMS = 42^
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POSEIDON SUB/NAVY STRATEGIC WEAPON SYS.
STRATEGIC WEAPONS SYSTEMStPOSEIDON AND TRIDENT)
POSEIDON MATERIAL(HULL,MECH. ,ELEC. ,ORD. ELECTRO.
AIRCRAFT, TOMCAT F-14A
AIRCRAFT, INTRUDER A-6E
SYSTEMS, TACAMO III AND IV
NUCLEAR REACTORS PROGRAM
TRIDENT MATERIAL (HULL, MECH.,ELEC.,QRD. IELECTRO.)
MISSILE SYSTEMS, SURFACE
AIRCRAFT, HARRIER AV-8A/C
HELICOPTER, SEA STALLION H-53/H-53E
AIRCRAFT, HORNET F/A-18










































































WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM







HELICOPTER, SEA KIN6 H-3
HELICOPTER, SEA KNIGHT H-46
HELICOPTER, SEA STALLION RH-53/MH-53
HELICOPTER, COBRA/ATTACK, AH/ IT
HELICOPTER, COBRA/ATTACK, AH- 1
J
HELICOPTER, UTILITY/SEARCH & RECOVERY
AIRCRAFT, SKY WARRIOR ft-3
AIRCRAFT, SKY HAWK A-4
AIRCRAFT, INTRUDER EA-6A



























GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM MK-B6
EN6INE, MARINE GAS TURBINE LM-2500
MISSILE, NATO SEASPARROW
PERISCOPE, TYPE 18





















































WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROSRAM MANAGERS
• NAVY 03-26-1986




ELEVATORS, AIRCRAFT ACN SPCC 430-5516
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TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
NAVY 03-26-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM






RADAR AND IFF SYSTEMS
COMMUNICATIONS k DATA SYSTEMS
SHIPS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS




CRANE, A/C CRASH HANDLING fc SALVA6E A/S32A
VERSATILE AVIONICS SHOP TEST (VAST) SYS.
COMPUTERIZED AUTOMATIC TEST(CAT) III-O
BATTLESHIP, NEW JERSEY 8B-62
RADAR NAVI6ATI0NAL ACLS(AN/SPN-6.42,43)
MISSILE SYSTEM, AEGIS SURFACE (SMS) MK7
ARRAY HANDLING SYSTEM (AN/BQ9-5)
ELEVATORS, CARGO/WEAPONS
CHILLED WATER A/C SYSTEMS
MAIN FEED PUMPS
AIR COMPRESSORS, HIGH PRESSURE









STREAMISTD. TENSIONED REPLENISHMENT AT SEA METHOD!
SUN, 5 IN./54 CAL., MK-42 4 45
SYSTEMS, 02N2
STERN SATES
SAS (STARTING AIR SYS) , FFS7
M6 SETS, 400 HZ





GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHING SYSTEM, MK-26IGMLS)
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM, MK-92 (FCS)

































































































WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROSRAH
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
NAVY 03-26-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM
MISSILE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM, MK-74 (FCS)
RADIO TRANSMITTER SET, AN/URT-23 (RTS)
MISSILE, AIR TO AIR, PHOENIX (AIH-54)
MISSILE, AIR INTERCEPT, SIDEWINDER (AIM-9)
MISSILE, AIR TO AIR, SPARROW (AIH-71
MISSILE, ALL-WEATHER ANTI-SHIP, HARPOON (AGH-94)
MISSILE, AIR TO SURFACE, WALLEYE-ERDL
SONAR DOME RUBBER WINDOWS (SDRWS)
SONAR RUBBER DOMES (SRDS)
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AN/WSC-3
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AN/WRR-7




HELICOPTER LANDING SYSTEM, LAMPS HKIII
RADIO TERMINAL SET, AN/SRQ-4
SONAR SIGNAL PROCESSING SYS, AN/SQQ-23(V)
VERTICAL LAUNCHING SYSTEM, MK-41
BATTLESHIP, MISSOURI BB-63
DEEP SUBMERGENCE SYSTEMS PROGRAMS (DSSP)
AIRCRAFT, T-2
AUX/AMPHIB SHIP MAINT STRATEGY PR06RAM
TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM, AN/UYA-4IV)
COMPUTER DISPLAY SET, AN/UYg-21(V)
GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHING SET, MK 10 MODS










































































TOTAL WEAPONS SYSTEMS = 150
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AIRCRAFT, THUNDERBOLT II, A- 10
AIRCRAFT, AWACS, E-3A
AIRCRAFT, F-16
MISSILE, GROUND LAUNCH CRUISE(SLCH) 86H-109C
MISSILE, AIR LAUNCH CRUISE(ALCM) AGM-86B
DEFENSE SUPPORT PROGRAM
AIRCRAFT, B-1B
AIRCRAFT, SOF (AC130A, AC130H, MC130H, EC130E)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT TF33-PH-102 (C-135E,EC-135H/K/P)
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT TF33-P-3/5/?(C/EC-135, B-52H)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT - J57 ALL MODELS (C- 135, EC-135, B-52)
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT -F108 <CFH-56>, (KC-135R)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT TF33-100 (F-lliA/E)
ENGINE. AIRCRAFT TF30-100(F-U1F)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT TF30-P-3/4/7/9(F-lllA/0/E)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT TF34-GE-100 (A-10)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT T56-A-9 (C-130A/D)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT T56-A-7/15 (C-1308/E/H/N/P)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT T64-6E-3/7 (H-53B/C/H, HH-53B)
ENSINE, AIRCRAFT TF33-P-7 (C-141A/B1
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT TF39-6E-1 (C-5A)
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT F100-PW-100 (F-15A/B/C/D)
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT F100-PW-200 (F-16A/B/C/D)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT Fl 10-6E-100 (F-16C/D)
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT J79-6E-15/17 (F-4C/D/E/F/G)
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT F101-6E-1001B-1)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT, F100 PW220







I OF SM-ALC 633-6165









































































WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PR06RAM
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEHS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
AIR FORCE 03-24-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE CRIT.
CODE PM NO CODE
MISSILE, TITAN LGM-25 23F OO-ALC 458-5510 C
SIMULATOR, AWACS.E-3A 30F OO-ALC 458-4611 C
AIRCRAFT, T-37 41F SA-ALC 945-6148 C
SIMULATOR, T-45 43F OQ-ALC 458-4611/4 C
SIMULATOR, T-5 45F • OO-ALC 458-4611/4 C
SIMULATOR, F-16 47F OO-ALC 458-4611/4 C
SIMULATOR, F-15 48F OO-ALC 458-4611/4 C
SIMULATOR, F-lli 49F OO-ALC 458-4611/4 C
SIMULATOR, F-4 50F OO-ALC 458-4611/4 C
AIR COMBAT MANEUVERING INSTRHENTATION(ACMI) 51F OO-ALC 458-4611/4 C
SIMULATOR, C-130 52F OO-ALC 458-4611/4 C
SIMULATOR, A-10 55F OO-ALC 458-4611/4 C
AIRCRAF, TRAINER B-52 61F OO-ALC 458-4611 C
AIRCRAFT, TRAINER KC-135 62F OO-ALC 458-4211 C
TELETYPE, AN/UBC-12? ( V) -1 63F SH-ALC 633-2835 C
TELETYPE, AN/UGC-14KV) 64F SH-ALC 633-2835 C
TACT. INFO. PROCESS. 4 INTERPRETATION SYS(TIPI) WS-428A 65F OO-ALC 458-6441 C
SIMULATORS, T-50 i T-51 66F OO-ALC 458-4611 C
SIMULATORS, SMK-B7 AND SMK-94 67F OQ-ALC 458-4211 C
AIRCRAFT, TRAINERS T-4 4 T-26 68F OO-ALC 458-4611 C
SIMULATOR/TRAINER C-141 70F OO-ALC 458-4611 C
SIMULATOR/TRAINER, C-5 71F OO-ALC 458-4211 C
SIMULATOR, C-135 72F OO-ALC 453-4611 C
SIMULATOR, H-53 73F OO-ALC 458-4211 C
SIMULATOR, CH-3E 74F OO-ALC 458-4211 C
TARGET SYSTEM, AERIEL GUNNERY (AGTS! 76F OO-ALC 458-4211 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, F-4 AIRCRAFT 80F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, F-5 AIRCRAFT 81F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, F-15 AIRCRAFT 82F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, A-7 AIRCRAFT 33F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, A-10 AIRCRAFT 84F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, 0V-1OA AIRCRAFT 85F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, C-5 AIRCRAFT 86F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, C-141 AIRCRAFT 87F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, T-37 AIRCRAFT 88F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, H-53 HELICOPTER 89F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, H-l HELICOPTER 90F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, H-60 HELICOPTER 91F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, F-16 AIRCRAFT 92F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, F-106 AIRCRAFT 93F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, F-lll AIRCRAFT 94F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, E-3A AIRCRAFT 95F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, C-135 AIRCRAFT 96F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, C-130 AIRCRAFT 97F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, T-38 AIRCRAFT 98F SA-ALC 945-6467 C
69
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TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEfIS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
AIR FORCE 03-26-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE CRIT.
CODE PM NO CODE
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, H-3 HELICOPTER AAF SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, 8-52 AIRCRAFT ABF SA-ALC 945-6467 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, B-t AIRCRAFT ACF SA-ALC 945-6467 C
VEHICLE, AIRCRAFT REFUELER R-14 AEF SA-ALC 945-3041 C
AIRCRAFT, T-33 AFF SH-ALC 633-2521 C
SIMULATOR, B-IB AIRCRAFT A6F OC-ALC 336-3241 C
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL (AN/T3C-100) AHF SM-ALC 633-5652 C
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER (AN/TSC-107) AJF SM-ALC 633-5652 C
FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM(AN/TRQ-35) AKF SM-ALC 633-5652 C
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL(AN/TSC-94) ALF SM-ALC 633-5652 C
AFSATCOH TYPE 12 TERMINAL'AN/TSC-88) AHF SM-ALC 633-5652 C
SATELLITE TYPE 12 TERMINAL (AN/TSC-102) ANF SH-ALC 633-5652 C
DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER TERMINAL (AN/TYC-0008V) APF SM-ALC 633-5652 C
DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS RADIO! 9 SYSTEMS) AQF SM-ALC 633-5652 C
DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS TELETYPE (AN/ASR-02A,AN/M6C-02A,AN/TGC-20)





EN6INE, AIRCRAFT J69-T-25 f T-373
)
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT J33-A-35(T-33>
TOW TRACTOR, AIRCRAFT M82
AIRCRAFT, T-39
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT J60-P-3 (T-39)
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT F109-GA-100 (T-46)
)
TRUCK, FIRE/CRASH P2
















TRACTOR, AIRCRAFT TOWING, MB-4
NAVSTAR SLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
70
ASF SH-ALC 633-5652 C
AUF OC-ALC 336-3241 c
AVF SA-ALC 945-3078 c
AWF SA-ALC 945-3078 c
BYF SA-ALC 945-6347 c
BZF OC-ALC 336-5191 c
CCF WR-ALC 468-5845 c
CDF SH-ALC 633-5951 c
CEF SA-ALC 945-6344 c
CFF SA-ALC 945-6344 c
CHF WR-ALC 468-2363 c
CJF WR-ALC 468-2368 c
CKF WR-ALC 468-2868 c
CLF WR-ALC 463-2568 c
CNF WR-ALC 468-2368 c
CPF WR-ALC 468-2868 c
CQF WR-ALC 46B-2368 c
CSF A6MC 530-7308 c
CTF A6HC 580-7308 c
CUF AGHC 580-7308 c
CXF AGMC 580-7308 c
CYF AGHC 580-7308 c
CZF A6HC 530-7308 c
DBF AGHC 580-7308 c
DCF AGHC 580-7308 c
ODF A6HC 530-7303 c
DEF AGHC 530-7303 c
D6F WR-ALC 468-2368 c
DHF WR-ALC 468-3424 c
DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
AIR FORCE 03-26-1986





AIRCRAFT, DELTA DART F-106
CARGO SYSTEM, 463L
HELICOPTER, SREEN SIANT H-3
HELICOPTER, SUPER JOLLY H-53
AIRCRAFT, CORSAIR A-7D
MISSILE, SRAM A6H-69A
AIRCRAFT, FREEDOM FIGHTER F-5
HELICOPTER, IROQUOIS UH-1
485L TACS
TRAFFIC CONTR. h LAND. SYS(TRACALS) 404L
PAVE PHASED ARRAY WARNING SYS(PAWS)-
BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNIN6 SYS. (8HEWS)
COMMAND CONTROL AND COMMUNICATION SYS 427M
RADAR SYSTEMS, PHASE ARRAY FPS-85
COBRA DANE SYS. FPS-108
AIRCRAFT, T-38
JOINT SURVEILLANCE SYS (JSS) /REGION QPNS
AIRCRAFT, OV-tOA























TRAILER, MUNITIONS LIFT(MLT) MHU-173/E 69F
HELICOPTERS, UH-60A/HH-60D 75F
VEHICLE, AIRCRAFT REFUELER R-9 77F
COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM, COMBAT THEATER (TRI-TAC! 478T 78F
MISSILE, MX PEACEKEEPER 79F
MISSILE, ADVANCED MEDIUM RANGE AIR TO AIR(AHRAAH)/AIH120A ADF
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT TF41-A-1 (A-7! BFF
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT GE T-700IUH-60A) BJF
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT T5S-SE-1/3/5 CH-1F/P
,
H-3B/E) 8KF
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT T53-L-13IH-ID/H) BLF
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT T400-CP-400 (H-1N) 3MF
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT T76-5-10/ 12 (QV-10A) BPF
ENGINE, AIRCRAFT J75-P-17(F-106A/8) BSF
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT J85-8E-21 (F-5E/F) CAF
EN6INE, AIRCRAFT J85-SE-5/13IF-5A/B, T-38A) CBF
AIRCRAFT, C-18A,EC-18B CGF
























































































WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
AIR FORCE 03-26-1786
WEAPON SYSTEM DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE CRIT.
CODE PM NO CODE
TRACTOR, FLIGHTLINE T0WIN6 DJF WR-ALC 448-2368 C
TRACTOR, AIRCRAFT TOWING, A/S32U-30 DKF WR-ALC 468-2868 C
OVER THE HORIZON BACK SCANNER (OTH-B) PROGRAM 'AN/FPS-l IB DMF SM-ALC 633-2335 C
PRECISION-LOCATION STRIKE SYSTEM ONF SM-ALC 633-2835 C
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, HI PEACEKEEPER MISSILE DPF OO-ALC 458-5581 C
POWER CONDITIONING CONTINUATION INTERFACE EQUIP. 1PCCIE) DQF SM-ALC 633-4660 C
PAVE TACK SYSTEM DRF WR-ALC 468-3675 C
INTRA-THEATER IMAGERY TRANSMISSION SYSTEM(ITTS) DSF SM-ALC 633-2811 C
AIRCRAFT, AIRLIFTER C-17A DTF SA-ALC 745-4850/1 C
TOTAL WEAPONS SYSTEMS = 176
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TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PR06RAM MANAGERS
WEAPON SYSTEM
HOWITZER, LIGHT, TOWED, 105HH,(18H APR83)
HOWITZER, MEDIUM, TOWED, W/E,155MH
HOWITZER, HEAVY, SP, 8 IN (20M APR83)
HOWITZER, MEDIUM, SP, 155MH, W/RADIO VRC-47
TANK, COMBAT, FULL-TRACKED, 105MB SUN, W/E (3ID)
HOWITZER, MEDIUM, TOWED, 155MH (19M APR83)
ASSAULT AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE, COMMAND
ASSAULT AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE, PERSONNEL
ASSAULT AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE, RECOVERY
TANK, COMBAT, FULL-TRACKED, W/M? BULLDOZER KIT
CORPS 03- 26-1986
DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE TAM CRIT.
CODE PM NO NO CODE
M101A1 6DH 833-1 460-6592 E0640 A
M114A2 6EM 833-1 460-6592 E0670 A
M110A1/A2 66M 833-1 460-6592 E0692 A
M109/A1/A3 6JM 833-1 460-6592 E0663 A
H60AI 3MH 834-2 460-6537 E1375 A
M198 U7H 833-1 460-6592 E0665 A
AAVC-7A1 X2H 834-1 460-6536- E0796 A
AAVP-7A1 X3M 834-1 460-6536 E0846 A
AAVR-7AI X4H 834-1 460-6536 E0856 A
M60A1 X9M 834-2 460-6537 E1376 A
73
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TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
MARINE CORPS 03- 1736







DATA COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL (A0496 , A0916,A3085J AN/TYC-5
AIRBORNE MOBILE DIR AIR 3PT CTL (2ID) , (02M-JULB3) AN/UY8-3









TAC AIR CMD CTL(TACC)
COMMUNICATION CENTRAL
COMMUNICATION CENTRAL
TEAM PORTABLE DIRECTION FINDER




RADAR SET, (09H JUL33)
OPERATIONS CENTRAL
RAOIO SET, 12-CHANNEL AN/TRC-97C
RADIO SET, 24-CHANNEL AN/TRC-97E
SIGNAL MONITOR FACILITY, LIGHT (13H JUL83J
'
AN/TS8-38(V)
TAC AIR OPN CNTL 104H JUL83 INCL SEM,SYM,GXM> AN/TYB-2
TAC DATA COMM CNTL !05M JUL33 INCL GWM) AN/TYQ-3
TRANSLATOR TRANSCRIBER FACILITY AN/TSQ-63
TEST SET 3RCUP, RADIO PQ-60/USQ-46
RADAR RELAY SET AN/TXQ-3
FLEET SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL AN/TSC-96
RADAR, BOMB DIRECTING SET AN/TPB-1D
CONTROL TEST MAINTENANCE GROUP QK-2&7 (V) 2/TTC-38
SUPERVISORY OPERATION GROUP, ATTC AN/TYA-9B AN/PPS-15
CENTRAL OFFICE, TELEPHONE, AUTO, 300 LINES AN/TTC-33(V)
1
CONTROL CENTER, COMM. TECH. (06M JUL83) AN/T3Q-34
6R0UNQ SENSOR SET, UNATTENDED i(21M JUL33))
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/TRQ-30IVI)
RADIO RECEIVING SET AN/TRQ-301V2!
SENSOR, MONITORING, CENTRAL (12M JULS3) AN/USfl-46(V)
RADIO RECEIVIN6 SET AN/GRR-B(V]
RADAR SET LT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (17M JULS3) AN/TPS-63
MAINTENANCE GROUP AN/TYA-27
TEST GROUP AN/TYA-23
CONTROL BOX, GM LAUNCHIN6 SECTION, HAWK (E1L65) AN/GSA-132
BATTERY CONTROL CENTRAL, HAWK (2ID) AN/TSW-11
IMPROVED PLATOON COMMAND POST, HAWK AN/MSW-14
INFORMATION COORD CENTRAL, HAWK (E0725) AN/TPX-46 AN/MSQ-ill
LAUNCHER, ZERO LENGTH, SM, HAWK M-192I
LOADER TRANSPORTER, HAWK H-501
RADAR SET, HAWK AN/MPQ-46 AN/MPQ-57
RADAR SET, HAWK AN/MPQ-55
RADAR SET, 1X0-2) HAWK AN/MPQ-50






















































































































































































WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
MARINE CORPS 03-26-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE TAM CRIT
CODE PM NO NO CODE
REPRODUCER, SIGNAL DATA AN/658-64 WYM 833-1 460-6592 E1390 B
TEST SET, COMPUTER LOGIC AN/GSH-70 X8H 833-1 460-6592 E1910 B
CABLE ASSEMBLY SET, 1X0-2) HAWK AN/GSA-130 YAH 845-1 460-5432 E0151 B
75
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WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT ?R05FhM
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
MARINE CORPS 03- 25-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE TAN CRIT.
CODE PH NO NO CODE
TRUCK, AMBULANCE, 1 1/4-TON, 6X6, M792 3BH 835-3 460-6607 D1000 C
TRUCK, AMBULANCE, 1/4-TON, 4X4, M71S/AI 3CM 835-1 460-5406 D0S90 C
TRUCK, CARGO, 5-TON, 6X6, M54A2C 3XM 835-2 460-6609 D1050 C
COUNTERMEASURE SET, AN/TLQ-17 A/V 54M 848-3 460-6532 A0400 C
RADIO SET, AN/PRC-77 AN/PRC-25 55M 847-2 460-6544 A2050 C
TACTICAL FRE MAN SYS AN/TRQ35(V) 5CH 348-2 460-5402 A2536 C
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM, AN/TSC-95 5EM 847-1 460-6543 A0288 c
FACSIMILE SET AN/GXC-7A 5KM 348-1 460-6524 A0659 c
RADIO SET AN/PRC-6BA 5LM 847-1 460-6543 A2030 c
SECURE RADIO TEC/KY-67 5MH 848-3 460-6532 A8046 c
MORTAR, INFANTRY, 31MM M29/AI 6KH 833-3 460-6548 E1090 c
RECOVERY VEHICLE, FULL-TRACKED LIGHT M579 6QM 833-1 460-6592 El 375 c
TRACTOR, MEDIUM, FULL-TRACKED 82-30M 7EM 838-2 460-5436 82462 c
TRACTOR, RUBBER-TIRED, ARTICULATED STEERIN6 72-3 I MP 7JM 838-2 460-5436 B2465 c
GENERATOR SET, 30 KM, 60 HZ, SKID-MOUNTED, ( 3ID) MEP-005A 7MH 837-2 460-5433 B0953 c
6ENERAT0R SET, 30 KM, 400 HZ, SKID-MOUNTED. (2ID) MEP-114A 7NM 837-2 460-5433 B0971 c
COMPRESSOR, AIR, ROTARY, 250 CFM, TRAILER-MOUNTED (3ID) 7QM 839-1 460-6633 B0390 c
TRUCK, CARGO, 1 1/4-TON, 6X6 M561 8CM B35-3 460-6607 D1020
,
c
TRUCK, CARGO, DROPSIDE, 2 1/2-TON, 6X6 M35A2C 9FM 835-2 460-6609 D1030 c
TRUCK, TRACTOR, 10-TON, 6X6 M123A1C 3TM 835-2 460-6609 Dl 140 c
TRUCK, UTILITY, 1/4-TON, 4X4 M151A1/2 8VH 835-2 460-6609 Dl 160 c
CONTROL, COMMUNICATION CENTRAL C-8019/TYA-11 A4M B43-2 460-6540 A0312 c
CALIBRATION AND REPAIR FACILITY, MECHANICAL ASM 848-4 460-5402 A0173 c
COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL AN/U6C-74A(V»3 A7M 848-1 460-5403 A0284 c
DECODER GROUP AN/UPA-60(V)Z A9H 944-1 460-6541 A0465 c
ANTENNA GROUP AN/GRA-92 AEM 848-3 460-6582 A0053 c
ANTENNA GROUP, AN/USA-32INT AFM 848-2 460-5402 A0056 c
COUNTER, ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CP-1392/TYC APH 848-
!
460-6524 A0333 c
COUNTERMEASURE SET AN/TL3-17A AQM 843-3 460-6532 A0401 c
DIRECT AIR SUPPORT CENTRAL (DASC) AN/UYQ-4A ATM 843-1 460-6523 A051Q c
COMMUNICATIONS CENTRAL, UHF AN/TYA-ll AYM 847-1 460-6543 A0280 c
ELECTRONIC WARFARE TRAINING SYSTEM AN/UL9-0 BAM 848-3 460-6582 A0607 c
DIRECTION FINDER SET AN/MRD-13 BCM 348-3 460-6582 A0515 c
GROUND MOBILE FORCE SATELITE COMM TERM AN/TSC-95A BFM 847-1 460-6543 A0912 c
GROUND MOBILE FORCE SATELITE COMM TERM AN/TSC-93A BHH 847-1 460-6543 A0B14 c
INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS CENTER (MAGIS) AN/TYQ-19(V)2 BMM 848-3 460-6582 A0845 c
RADAR SET, F1REFINDER AN/TPQ-36 BPM 344-1 460-6573 A 1440 c
RADAR SET, LIGHTWEIGHT 3D AN/TPS-59 BQM 844-1 460-6579 A 1503 c
SIGNAL MONITOR FACILITY, LIGHT AN/TSQ-88A BXH 843-3 460-6582 A2393 c
TACTICAL AIR OPNS MODULE AN/TYQ--23) BYM 843-2 460-6545 A2525 c
RADIO FREQUENCY MONITOR SET, PORTABLE AN/USQ-46A C4H 847-1 460-6543 A1695 c
RADIO SET.CONTROL SROUP AN/SRA-39B C7M 847-1 460-6543 A 1730 c
RADIO SET IA1815) AN/SRC-193 C9M 347-2 460-6544 A1795 c
TEST SET, SENSORS-REPEATER, SET RADIO TS-3470/USM CAM 848-2 460-5402 A3012 c
TEST SYSTEM, DIGITAL ASSEMBLY AN/UYN-"' CCM 849-2 460-5402 A3090 c
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TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
MARINE CORPS 03-:[6-1986
WEAPON SYSTEM DES IGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE TAM CRIT.
CODE PM NO NO CODE
POWER SUPPLY, 0-63/US8-46 CHM 848-2 460-5402 A 1223 C
RADAR SET, W/TRLR ACCES3Y k PWR UNIT, V-473 AN/MPQ-4A CNN 344-2 460-6542 A1395 C
RADAR SET (08M JUL83) AN/TPS-22D CRM 844-1 460-6541 A1460 C
RADAR TEST SET AN/TPM-16 CYM 844-1 460-6578 A 1525 c
SHITCHIN6 UNIT, TELEPHONE, AUTOMATIC SB-3865 D6M 848-1 460-6524 A2508 c
CENTRAL OFFICE, TELEPHONE, AUTOMATIC AN/TTC-42(V) D7M 848-1 460-6524 A0248 c
RADIO SET AN/GRC-135/A DAM 847-1 460-6543 A1310 c
RADIO SET AN/MRC-110 DEM 847-2 460-6544 A 1930 c
RADIO SET AN/PRC-75/A DKM 847-1 460-6543 A2040 c
RADIO SET AN/MRC-133 DLM 847-2 460-6544 A 1935 c
RADIO SET, UHF AN/PRC- 1 1 3 (V)
3
AN/PRC-113 DHH 847-2 460-6544 A2069 c
RADIO SET AN/VRC-47 DRM 847-1 460-6526 A2150 c
RADIO TERMINAL SET AN/MRC-133 DTH 847-2 460-6544 A2183 c
RADIO TERMINAL SET AN/TRC-166 DUH 847-1 460-6543 A2184 c
TELETYPE EQUIPMENT REPAIR FACILITY, MOBILE AN/TSM-3 DKM 848-2 460-5402 A2330 c
RECORDER, SIGNAL DATA R0-376A/US9 DZH 848-2 460-5402 A2275 c
RADIO SET AN/PRC-104 EDH 847-2 460-6544 A2065 c
H C ELECTRONIC WARFARE SIMULATOR SUITE EFM 843-2 460-6285 A0919 c
SWITCHBOARD, TELEPHONE, MANUAL (2!D) SB-22/PT EJH 848-1 460-5403 A2480 c
SWITCHBOARD, TELEPHONE, MANUAL SB-3082 (V12/6T ELM 848-1 460-5403 A2500 c
TELETYPEWRITER SET AN/GGC-3 ESM 848-1 460-5403 A2660 c
TELETYPEWRITER SET AN/TGC-14A ETK 848-1 460-5403 A2670 c
TELETYPEWRITER SET AN/TGC-29A EUH 843-1 460-5403 A2630 c
TERMINAL, TELEGRAPH-TELEPHONE, TH-85A/GCC EWM B48-! 460-6524 A2635 c
TRANSPONDER SET, FWD AIR CNTR (I4H JUL83) AN/PPN-18 F4M 348-2 160-5402 A3237 c
TRANSPONDER SET AN/UPN-32 F5M 848-3 460-6582 A3238 c
SENSOR, REMOTE AN/GR9-26 F6H 848-2 460-5402 A2304 c
MACHINE GUN,7.62MM M60E2 F8M 833-3 460-6548 E0993 c
RADIO SET AN/GRC- 125 AN/GRC-160 F9M 847-1 460-6543 A1815 c
COUNTERHEASURES SET, AN/ULQ19 FKM 848-3 460-6532 A0412 c
RADIO TERMINAL, DIGITAL TROPOSCATTER AN/TRC-170 FWH 847-2 460-6544 A2179 c
RADIO, REPEATER SET, U6SS AN/GRQ-21 G3M 848-2 460-5402 A2297 c
RADIO SET AN/VRC-85 S7M 847-2 460-6544 A2166 c
RADIO SET AN/GRA-171A(V)2 S8M 847-1 460-6543 A2181 c
CENTRAL OFFICE, TELEPHONE, AUTO, 600 LINES AN/TTC-38(V)2 GAM 348-1 460-5403 A0246 c
INTERROGATOR SET (A0681) AN/UPX-27 GCM 844-1 460-6541 A08B1 c
RADAR SET, (LBSR) (2ID) AN/PPS-15(V)2 6DH 844-2 460-6542 A1415 c
SWITCHBOARD, TELEPHONE, AUTOMATIC SB-3614(V)/TT GFM 848-1 460-5403 A2505 c
HELIPORT LIGHTING SET, PORTABLE 6KH 848-2 460-5402 A0B15 c
PROGRAMMER-INDICATOR, CODE C-9066/GSQ10NLY USE DATA AFTER MARCH 1986 FOR THIS SYS.)
GRH 848-2 460-5402 A1265 c
MAINTENANCE TRANSPORT GROUP AN/TYA-24 GWM 843-2 460-6545 A0886 c
MAINTENANCE FACILITY GROUP AN/TYA-28 SZM 843-2 460-6545 A0887 c
SPEECH SECUR EQUIP HALF-DUPLEX WIDE-3AND PORT TSEC/KY-38 HAH 848-3 460-6532 A8005 c
CODE CHAN6ER KEY TSEC/KYK-38 HBH 848-3 460-6582 A8006 c
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SECURITY EQUIP ELEC TACT TELETYPEWRITER TSEC/KW-7
ELECTRONIC SYNCHRONOUS TELETYPEWRITER SECURITY TSEC/KW-26C
INTERROGATION COMPUTER KIR-1A
SPEECH SECURITY EQUIP HALF-DUPLEX M-B AIRBORNE TSEC/KY-29
ELECTRONIC KEY SENERATOR FULL DUPLEX TSEC/KG-30-3
CODE CHANGER KEY TSEC/KYK-2B
TRANSPONDER TSEC/KIT-1A
ELECTRONIC KEY GENERATOR TSEC/KB-40
SPEECH SECURITY EQP TACT HALF DUP M-B MANPACK TSEC/KY-57
TACTICAL SPEECH SECURITY EQUIPMENT TSEC/KY-65
SWITCH SET, MESSAGE AUTOMATIC AN/6YC-7
DEC0NTAMINATIN6 APPARATUS, PD, SKD-MTD, 500 SAL M12/A1
DETECTING SET, MINE, PORTABLE, METAL. AND NONHETAL. (B0250)
















COMPRESSOR AIR ROTARY 250 CFM TRAILER MOUNTED
FUEL DISPENSING SYSTEM, TACTICAL AIRFIELD (3ID! M1966
FUEL SYSTEM, AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT, 600,000 SAL CAP (3ID)
GENERATOR SET, 10 KM, 60 HZ, SKID-MOUNTED (2ID) MEP-0003A
GENERATOR SET, 10 KM, 400 HZ, SKID-MOUNTED
SENERATOR SET, 30 KM, 60 HZ, SKID-MOUNTED (3ID)
SENERATOR SET, 60 KM, 400 HZ, SKID-MOUNTED (2ID)
GENERATOR SET, 60 KM, 60 HZ, SKID-MOUNTED (2ID)
REFUELING SYSTEM, HELICOPTER EXPEDIENT (2ID)
MAPPING SET, TOPOGRAPHIC, TRAILER-MOUNTED
SURVEYING SET, ASTRONOMIC AZIMUTH
TACTICAL SPEECH SECURITY EQUIP HALF-DUP NB AIR/SHIP
STORAGE MODULE, WATER
SURVEY SET, ARTILLERY (RGT) E1S46
SURVEY SET, ARTILLERY (RGT) E1845
TRUCK, FORKLIFT, ROUGH TERRAIN, 6000 LB. (SID).
WATER PURIFICATION UNIT, FRAME-MOUNTED, 1500 GPH
TRACTOR, SMALL, FULL-TRACKED, W/BULL6RA0ER
STORAGE MODULE, FUEL








CRANE, ROUGH TERRAIN, 30 TON, DROTT 2500
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BRIDGE, FIXED-FLOATING, 60 TON
WATER PURIFICATION UNIT - REVERSE OSMOSIS
REPEATER REGENERATIVE
TRUCK, FORKLIFT, ROUGH TERRAIN, 4000 LB.
ANTENNA COUPLER GROUP
KEY SETTING DEVICE
TRAILER, TANK, WATER, 400 SAL, I 1/2 TON 2
POWER UNIT, FRONT, 12 1/2 TON 4X4 MK48 MOD
TRAILER, POWERED CONT HAULER, 4X4
TRAILER, POWERED, WRECKER/RECOVERY, 4X4
TRAILER, POWERED, 5TH WHL, 4X4
SEMITRAILER, TANK TRANSP. JOINED, 65-T
SEMITRAILER, L0H-3ED, 25-TON, 4-WHEEL
SEMITRAILER, STAKE, 12-TON, 4-WHEEL
TRUCK AMBULANCE, 2 LITTER ARHD,1 1/4T0N HMMWV
TRUCK AMBULANCE. SOFT TOP, I 1/4 TON HMMWV
TRUCK UTILITY, TOH CARRIER. W/SA.l 1/4 TON HMMMWV
TRUCK UTILITY, ARMT CARRIER 1 1/4 TON HMMWV
TRUCK UTILITY, SHELTER CARRIER WO/W 1 1/4 TON HMMWV
SEMI-TRAILER, HET, 70 TON M1000
TRUCK, HAINT., TELEPHONE AND UTILITY CONSTRUCTION
TRUCK, CARGO, DROPSIDE, 5-TQN, 6X6 M813A1 M-923 M-925
TRUCK, CAR60, DROPSIDE, XLWB, 5-TON, 6X6 MS14 M927 M923
TRUCK, TRACTOR, 5-TON M818 M931
TRUCK, DUMP, 3-TON, 6X6 M929 M930
TRUCK, CARGO, 2 1/2 TON, 6X6 M36A2
TRUCK, DUMP, 5-TON, 6X6 M51A2
TRUCK, TANK, FUEL-SVC, 1200 SAL, 6X6, 2 1/2-TON M49A2C
TRUCK, TANK, WATER, 1,000 GAL, 2 1/2-TON, 6X6 M50A2
TRUCK, TRACTOR, 5-TON, 6X6 M52A2
TRUCK, TRACTOR, 10-TON, 6X6 M123E2
TRUCK, VAN, SHOP, 2 1/2-TON, 6X6 M109A3
TRUCK, WRECKER, 5-TON, 6X6 M543A2
TRUCK, 1/4-TON, 4X4, GUIDED MISSILE, EQUIPMENT M151-A2
TRUCK, 1/4-TON, GUIDED MISSILE, CARRIER H151-A2
TRUCK, AMBULANCE, 1 1/4-TON, 4X4 M886
TRUCK, CARGO, 1 1/4-TON, 4X4 M880
TRUCK, FIREFIGHTING, BRUSH M530C3
TRUCK, FIREFIGHTING, STRUCTURAL, 2 1/2-TON, 6X6 H530CS
TRUCK, CRASH, FIRE AND RESCUE (4ID) M-1000
SEMITRAILER, REFUELER, 5000 SAL, 4-WHEEL, BULK M970
SEMITRAILER, LOW-BED, 40-TON, 12-WHEEL MB70
TRUCK, CARGO, 1 1/4 TON, 4X4, DIESEL M1008
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TRUCK, WRECKER, 5 TON
TRUCK, AMBULANCE, 1 1/2 TON, DIESEL,
TRUCK UTILITY, 3/4 TON DIESEL, 4X4
TRUCK UTILITY, CARGO TROOP CARRIER 5/4 TON il/E
TRUCK AIRCRAFT CRASH / STRUCTURE FIRE FIGHTING
RADIO SET
LAUNCHER, ASSAULT ROCKET, 33MH 'SMAW>
MACHINEGUN, 40MH, MK19
BOTTLE CLEANING / CHARGING STATION, '8CCS1
CIRCLE, AIMING
TANK, COMBAT, FT, 120MM GUN MIA1
COMPUTER, 6UN DIRECTION, M1B
BATTERY CHARGER, PP-7332/TAS
ESUIPHENT SET, NIGHT VISION
RAWIN SET, (3ID) (E1322)
MACHINEGUN, M-240
INTERR SET, PR06RAMR, STIN6R
HETEROLOGICAL DATA SYSTEM !MDS
MORTAR, 60MH, LUCKS, M224
MACHINEGUN, CAL. .50, BROWNING, HB FLEXIBLE, (2ID1
MACHINEGUN, 7.62MN, M60
MACHINEGUN, 7.62MH FOR LVT, M60D
MACHINEGUN, 50 CALIBER, M85
MACHINEGUN, LIGHT, SQUAD, AUTO WEAPON
SIMULATOR STATION, RADAR SIGNAL, HAWK
MACHINEGUN, 7. SIMM, FOR TANKS
RIFLE, SNIPER, 7.62NH (3ID)
NIGHT TRACKER, GM (DRAGON)
SHOP EQUIPMENT, REMOTE CONTROL MAINT, HAWK
SHOP EQUIPMENT, 1X0-2) HAWK
SHOP EQUIPMENT, HAWK
RECHARGING SET, FIRE SUPPRESSION F/116A1, M7
NIGHT VISION SIGHT, TRIPOD MOUNTED
TEST SET ACCESSORY GROUP (TA6)
TEST SET, BORESIGHT COLLIMATOR
TEST SET, MISSILE GUIDANCE
BATTERY CHARGER PP48B4 (TOW)
LAUNCHER, TUBULAR, F/BH TOW WPN SYS
TEST SET, FIELD (TOW)
TEST KIT, SUPPLEMTL, SM SHOP EQUIP, DRAGON
TEST SET, GUIDED MISSILE, IR TRACKER DRAGON
TEST SET, 6UIDED MISSILE SYSTEM, DRA60N
TRACKER, IR, GUIDED MISSILE, DRAGON









































































































































































































WEAPON SYSTEMS SUPPORT PROGRAM
TABLE OF WEAPON SYSTEMS AND SYSTEM PROGRAM MANAGERS
MARINE CDRPS 03-26-19B6
WEAPON SYSTEM DESIGNATOR SYSTEM PHONE TAM CRIT.
CODE PM NO NO CODE
INTERROGATOR SET, IFF, STINGER AN/PPX-3/3B XZH 845-2 460-6594 E0727 C
MONITORING SET, SUIDED MSL SYS, TRAINER, DRAGON AN/TSQ-TI YBM 845-2 460-6594 E1055 C
TRAINER, LAUNCH EFFECTS, GUIDED MISSILE. DRAGON H-54 YCM 845-2 460-6594 E3192 C
TRAINING SET, GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM, TOH (1-70 YDM 845-2 460-6594 E3194 C
TRANSMITTING SET, INFRARED, DRA60N, TRAINER M89E1 YEN 845-2 460-6594 E3197 C
TEST SET, GROUP, 6H INFRARED TRACKER 0Q-273/.TSM-114 YFM 845-2 460-6594 E1917 C
RADAR CHRONOGRAPH M-90 M-90 YHH 833-1 460-6591 E3250 C
SECURE VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SET YMM 845-1 460-5432 E1520 C
LIGHT ARMORED VEHICLE (76A MAYB4) LAV-25 YWH 834-1 460-6536 E0947 C
EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL ESUIPMENT YYM 833-3 460-6548 E0958 C
TOTAL WEAPONS SYSTEMS = 289
81
APPENDIX C
QUARTERLY WEAPON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REPORT
DEFENSE LOST: tot'!






oia missile. hawk rih-z3
02a helicopter, iroquois uh-
i
o-»a missile, pershinb msh-31
03a heliccp ter. chinock ch-47
97a tank. sheridan m-551
HA CHAPARRAL/ VULCAN ADS
12A MISSILE SYSTEM, TOM
14A TRUCK. 3AMA SOAT M-351/M-792
17A HELICOPTER. COBRA AH-LS
!9A MISSILE. LANCE
"Oft MISSII c NIKE ucdpul£5
21A RADAR SET SNN/PPS4





2SA VEHICLE, RECOVERY M-99 SERIES
CARRIER. PERS M-U3A1 i M-U3A2
'aNK 1-40 SERIES
.. -RID5r . "OB ASSAULTWABl
32A HELICCPTER. KIWA OH-3S(LIF iJPNS CODE
!3A SAT. COM. TERM. AN/FSC "3 W?
34 A HELICCPTER. C03RA/70IUH SERIES
33A HQUITZER. I5SH!,.V198
TiA TANK. A8RAHS !H.














47A "ADAR. TOWARD AREA ALE?.TINS(FAAR)
03- 25-1996
NSNS STOCK NET SUPPLY
NSN'S !;n hand OEMAND • AVAIL.
16,744 14.1S0 3?, 045 95.27,
7,720 7,195 30.167 9«.?Z
9.532 3,401 31,362 OS 3%
13,313 12,993 2?. 506 95." 42
5,2-3 4,094 29,163 96. i:
10,352 10,125 32.468 95. n
3,755 3,791 17,30? 95.31
2,113 2,07? 20,453 94.97.
3,757 5,40? 25.03? 94.21
3.105 17,947 95.61
14.749 14,330 28.334 96.02
30? 304 52? 99.71
147 146 721 99.2:
1,34? 1.32? 10.412 94.32
1,979 l.?35 19,991 °5.62
77* 718 5,633 96.12
179 175 927 99.92
2.451 2,357 13, ;«- 5 4 2T
1.207 1,730 24.350 95!32
4,30? 5,095 37.040 94.32
- ;. t.wO 2,138 14.273 96.42
4,734 21,00? '5. 12
725 707 956 94*. 62
10,371 10,239 30,923 95.23
304 "3k 7|224 94°.c2
= ^r 3.210 20 1 0*3 94.22
5,458 5.117 27.363 '5.7'.
^32 ;?£ 4.934 96.02
3,033 7.70R 15.391 3P ;r
*.'" 3,126 ""T Q77 Pi. 12





* 1" 4qT '4.32
3,03? -.7i4 9 ',360
32
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P'.'ft REGENCY NET SYSTEM. -M/ TRC- 1 70,n ) . AN/oPC-215
OCA POSITION AZIMUTH DETERMINING SYS. (PADS)
GDA TCPCPP-PHIC SUPPORT SYSTEIKTSS!
3EA HQSELINE D'JTFIT FUEL 'HANDLING
"FA SELF-PROPELLED EL;VAT?D Ma!N T";JANCE STANDtSPEKSi
3SA LISHTWEIBHT DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM (LIS)
QHA CQUNTSRMEA3URE 3E~, AN/AL3-13A(V!1
3JA COUNTERNEASURE SET AN/AL3-156C/M




























'•fPN AIRCRAFT, C-2A CPEPROC'JRED)
§QN HELICOPTER LANDING SYSTEM, LAMPS MKI
BRN RADIO TERMINAL SET , 4N/SRQ-4
BSN SONAR SIGNAL PROCESSING SYS. AN/S9B-
3TN VERTICAL LAUNCHING SYSTEM, NK-41
SUN -:ATT ! FGHIF, MISSOURI 5 B-^3
SVN DEEP SUBHERGENCE 3YSTEMS"pR03RAMS(DS
SWN AIRCRAFT, T-2
3XN AUX/A.1PHI3 SHIP 1AINT STRATEGY PSOBB
BYN
T
ACTIC.iL DATA SYSTEM. AN/UYA-*(V)
BZ.N DORTER DISPLAY SET, AN/UYS-2KV)
SAN GUIDED FISSILE LAUNCHING SET, MX 10
C3N COMMUNICATIONS TRACKING SET, AN/SYR-
HTN SEAL DELIVERY VEHICLE
HXN DRY DECK SHELTER







NSN ( : STOCK NET SUPPLY
N'S ON HAND DEMAND AVAIL
1,261 1,166 3,654 89,72











»bNs :luLi' jN n,iHL: - :°i77il












































POSEIDON SUB/NAVY STRATESIC WEAPON SYS.
STRATEGIC WEAPONS SYSTEMS (POSEIDON AND TRIDENT)






SYSTEMS, TACAMO III AND IV
NUCLEAR REACTORS PROGRAM
TRIDENT MATER I ALl HULL, MECH. ,ELEC. ,ORD.iELECTRO.)







RADAR AND IFF SYSTEMS
COMMUNICATIONS fc DATA SYSTEMS
SHIPS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS





HELICOPTER, SEA KING H-3
HELICOPTER, SEA KNIGHT H-46
HELICOPTER. SEA STALLION H-53/H-S3E






NSNS STOCK NET SUPPLY
NSN'S ON HAND DEMAND AVAIL.
118,149 110,932 107,314 87.21
12,186 11,672 25,600 90.31
9.471 9,124 20.080 an 1 t
10,232 9.386 22.657 92.51
7.845 7.438 16,547 87.41
12.377 12.413 30.420 91.11
2,007 1,962 4.665 92.31
22.3B9 21,642 , l u . uQV 90.61
38,257 34,049 50,406 37.51
J
f
uCw 3,560 6,077 85.41
4,151 3,992 6.812 93.31
6,263 5,770 8,490 36.21
1,969 1,823 3.184 87.01
2,091 1,943 3.610 83.21
1,312 1,230 1,983 89.91
1.536 1,510 2 710 91.21
3.042 2,863 ?! 405 39. 6Z
4 T1? 4,038 U
,
J J w 36.3:
'l35 119 239 65.71
11,850 10,943 20,66B 85. o:
95 87 281 36. az
7,396 7 CTQ 13.591 71.21
41 40 573 99. i:
7,088 6.798 16.86B 94. OZ
10.093 9,344 17 A7C 94. 3Z
7.210 7.048 19,304 93. az
19,567 18.634 O
n fit
5, «>36 15.657 9MZ
36.004 29,732 B7.6Z
5.668 5,086 10,203 9^. 1Z
9.666 9,369 22,430 92. 5Z
85














































HELICOPTFS, 3PEEN 8 1 ANT H-3





AIRCRAFT, FREEDOM FIGHTER F-5
HR.ICCPTER, IROQUOIS LIH-1
1ISSILE, TITAN LSM-25





TRAFFIC CCNTR. & LAND. SYS (TRACALS) 404L
:
'AVF =HASED -R CAV EARNING SVS'RSNS)
BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY EARNING SYS. S3MENS!
^ISSILE GROUND LAUNCH CPL'IRE'G' CM) RGM-, 0?C
MISSILE! SIS"' LAUNCH CRUISE !ALCM)"aGM-36B"
:CMMAND CCNTPOL AND COMMUNICATION
RADAR SYSTEMS, PHASE ARRAY




n ? "T 7'T 21,733 31.820 90*01
ll!044 10.638 44,343 91 -.51










, 1 1 . 93.0I
21*206 19 775 56,526 90.6?.
10,655 9*900 41,224 90.37,
15.061 14,767 jy. at/ 90.3:
3.167 '4,915 '3.7:
4,500 26,010 93.0:
4.226 4 072 23!o86 92.2:
5.761 5.330 26.624 91.27.
1,369 1,331 10,223 95.':
13,733 16,366
cn 1 t n 39.4:
2.351
n ini
...~3 ",'.337 'T 32
2,694 17,171 9l'.iJ
4,277 4,073 20.381 93.02
2.370
« 1QC
1 4 , 423 93.67.
18,116 17J63 50.333 90.72
? 1 7^T 20,309 76, '19
221438 20,377 45 520 90.02
1 , „>i/ 4. mJm « i* 21454 '6.92
11,345 11.427 75,533 9L 47.
7.065 16,500 94.i:
3,985 7.720 6,903 52.?:
'
'





5', 535 4,940 12,190 ?2*.65















DJF FACTOR, FLISHTLINE 'OWING
DKF TRACTOR, AIRCRAFT TOWING, A/S32U-3Q
DLF "NBINE. AIRCRAFT, c tOO DM220
DMF OVER THE HORIZON BACK SCANNER (0TH-B1 PROGRAM I AN/FPS-1 13
3NF PRECISION-LOCATION STRIKE SYSTEM
CPF SUPPORT ESUZPHENf . W PEACEKEEPER HISSILE
DSF :'CyE?. CONDITIONING CONTINUATION INTERFACE EQUIP. (RCCIE;
UCM
'
Z - " ' ' c,
q
NSNS'STOCK ON HAND= 236447
NET DEMANDS' 224463
SUPPLY AVAILABILITY' 33.11
N SNS STOCK NET SUPPLY
NSN'3 ON iAND DEMAND AVAIL.
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MSN'S ON HAND DEMAND
3311 TRUCK, AMBULANCE, 1 1/4-TON, 5X6,
301 TRUCK, AMBULANCE, 1/4-TON, 414,







60M HOWITZER, LI3HT, TOWED. 105NM, 11811 APR33!
5EM HOWITZER, MEDIUM, TOWED, S/E.155MM
6SH HOWITZER, HEAVY, 3P, 3 'IN !20N APR83)
5JM HOWITZER, MEDIUM. SP, 153MM, W/RADIO VRC-47
6KB 10RTAR. INFANTRY, SIMM
5QM RECOVERY VEHICLE, FULL-TRACKED LIGHT
7EM TRACTCR. MEDIL'f!, FULL-TRACKED
7JM TRACTOR, RUBBER-HEED ARTICULATED STEERING
7MM SENERATDR SETT 30*KW, '60 HZ.IkID-MOUNTEI''. !3ID)
7NN
"c
-JE c'ATOP C -T, :o i-% iOO '>!, SKID-MOUNTED, 'DID!
































ANK. COMBAT, FULL-TRACKED, 10SMM SUN, W/E (
T
RUCK, CARGO. DROPSIDE, 2 1/2-TON, 5X6
TRUCK, TRACTOR. 10- T CN, 6X6
TRUCK, UTILITY. 1/4-TON, 4X4
r
ELE? uONE TERMINAL
rCNTROL. COMMUNICATION CENT?*! C-3019/TYA-U





ER*i T N'A: AN/!JSC-74A(V)3
iSM DATA COMMUNICATIONS TERNINAL!A0496,A0916,A3035) AN/TYC-5
iQM JECTJDER "R nU c ' *N/"P*-6ff 'V) 7


































































































































m MONITORING SET, 3UIDED MSL SYS, TRAINER, DRAGON AH/TSD-TI
YCM MAIMER. LAUNCH "FECT3. GUIDED MISSILE. DRAGON K-54
rOll "PAININS 3ET . SUITED ^I5EILE SYSTEM, TOW M-7Q
YE1 TPANSillTTINS SET. INFRARED. DRAGON, TRAINER *°°E1
vcm tcc* 3ET,3RQUP, Sfl INFRARED TRACKER QS-273/TS11-114
YHM RADAR ("HSONOSRAPH H-90 H-'O
YM SECURE VOICE COMMUNICATIONS SET
Y«f! LI5HT iRrnRFD VEHICLE !76A rfiYS4) LAV-25
m EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL EQUIPMENT
?! ENS STOCK NET SUP-' 1 Y
• c ON HAND DEMAND avail]
244 L.'J 76 97.42
93 92 21 91. OS
111 1 08 29 39.77.
152 i
c i 7? 100. 01
447 459 270 95* 9^
20 JO *12 LOO. OX
32 53 48 ?7 t 97.
.033 t ft 1 B 1,016 96!n
o I'lUJii L jr.L'nfiiLi Jijr'.
SYSTEMS 273
NSN'S= PO083
NSNS STOCK ON HAND= 85310
NET cf1nNDS=
i-'cr
SUPPLY" AVA [LABILITY* *9L0I
89
APPENDIX D









01A IHSSILE, HAKK «!K3
«IEftPC>( SYSTS1

















2ESC 3SSC DISC "ED CiT
'.Hi 1.440 :.:".
347 7 !7 5.:?:
:.49! ».366 1S.7T0








04A SISSILE. rERSHINS (IBH-i
;5A hel:::?tss. chihook ch-47
07A TANK, SHERIDAN «-531
MA CHAPARRAL/ VULCAN A0S




I7A HELICCPTER, 2C3RA AH-1S
!?A MS3ILE. LANCE

















































































3. 443 376 3.743



























































31A RADAR SET iNH/ ?S*
T^A RADIO SET AN/SRC-106























































ioo.oz »8.t: '3.7: ,00. oz
5;
'*.n






















23DE WEAPON SYSTEM ELESENT
TDKL 3C;




SUPPLY AVAIL. 79. il O.OZ 79.il 0.0! 0.07. 0.01 O.CI
3HA COUNTERBEASURE SET, AN/ALS-ITAIVM NSN'S !1S l!S
HCT i£»on?S 246 ,J 6 a n
SUPPLY* AVAIL. 91.57. 0.07. 91.51 0.0Z 0.0" o.o: O.OZ
BJA COUNTERHEASURE SET, AN/ALa-i54(VH "ISN'S IS !1
NET 3EHANDS .0
SUPPLY AVAIL. O.CI 0.0!! 0.02 0.0" O.OZ 0.01 0.07.
system :t:
15*)':= !97!"











01N POSEIDON SUB/NAVY STRATESIC WEAPON SYS.
ION AIRCRAFT, TCHCAT F-14A
14N AIRCRAFT, VIKING S-3A
17N AIRCRAFT. HAW.EYE E-2C
1BN AIRCRAFT, INTRUDE? -oE
19N AIRCRAFT, INTRUDER KA-6D
DON SYSTEMS, TACANO III ANO IV
ELEMENT T0TAL DCSC DESC DSSC DISC "ED CVT
21N NUCLEAR FACTORS P°OBRAN
23N TRIDENT MATERIAL (HULL, MECH. ,ELEC, CRD. IELE27R0.
24N ELECTRIC POWER SENERAT1DN SYS.
























































































































































































































































































C3DE WEAPON 3 VS7EK
BSN 30NAP SI5NAL =PCCE33INc SYS. 4N/3S3-:e<V)













































EjSfr.;C :;"-- ;J ::
""
»5=i?A."







o:f aircraft, canton f-*
mf aircraft, stpatcfcrtpess 3-52
05f aircraft, 37ratcliftef m3s
06f aircfaft. hercules c-130





::f aircraft, starliftep c-i4i
ELEMENT
r
3TAL 3CSC 3ESC CSSC DISC 1E3 CiT
14F 3AR80 37STE». 463L
15F HELiCCPTER. 3REEN GIANT H-3
15F HELICOPTER, SUPER JOLLY 4-53
17F 'IRCRAFT, 33RSAIR A-7D
1SF "ISSUE, SRAK ABK-69A
:9F AIFCRAR. EA6LE r-!5













































































































































































































































































•mic a?*"" 1 "?3D C 55?
DEF A6KC/n!NUTQfAN
OFF AbUC/F-IK
OGF T^ACTES. A!RCRAFT 'SUING. 1B->
"HF KAVSTAR SLC8AL POSITIONING SYSTEM
:jf tractor, fiibhtline towing
BLF ENGINE. AIRCRAFT, FlOO PH220






































































































































































NSNS STOCK ON HAND= 334"'
NET OEHANOS= 33*468
SUPPLY AVAILA8IL!T>= 38. i:
95
w£-rc::s ::-".", :'jfc c? t ::r."--;




3BH TRUCK, AMBULANCE, 1 1/4-TQN, 6X6,
ZZT, TRUCK, AHBULANCE. 1/4-TGM, 4X4,







iQH HOWITZER. LlSHTJOMED.IOIM.lien APP83)
6EH HOHITZEH, «EDIUn,TQWED.tl/E.155«n
iEH HOHITZER, HEAVY, SP, 3 IN CON A?R83!
6J« kowit:ek, kesiuh, sp, issnn, 4/raoio vf
6KH W2RTAR, INFANTRY, SIM
ten RECOVERY VEHICLE. FULL-TRACKE L.IBHT
'EH FACTOR, HEDIUK, FULL-TRACKED
ELEf.ENT
03-25-;?86











































































































































































































































































«1 SECURE VOICE CCMUNICATIONS SET















DCSC oes: ::- DISC
19
SES


















STANDARD AUTOMATED MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS INQUIRIES (SAMMS)
:"rl£S Tltff- —z-ZZ NATIONAL INVENTORY SSCOSO INQUIRY DATE 36 "« —
-l
1 MSN 331"? "** 111 2Z2* --1 OPT TC'N H "~. OP*! -«». MOC-E 1 «?. PRINTER
CURRENT ITEM
CATALOG SECTION
•"reference-data— *co cup pit std E?^ UNIT PHV |_
IJI KC UI UICVF SIC AOV SSC S3C ST DATE UNIT-PPICE PACK SEC MIG R
S3 CC * * DIN 33274 I. •*? 1 U
USERS riGP SRC CTLG ACT P UPN SPL P CONV—FACTOR FAMILY DE
AFMNO PVU PPC STAT DEC QRC P C SYS ITH R PC VALUE D NUKSER MIL
-M^l* N I Aft UC N N X -» * **1 112223 A
MANAGEMENT SECTION DATE LAST INVR 3i5^e**-
3 D ITM DMO INV LOC TTM REIMBURSE SOP POP
I MftQ I——UMIPS I—MOO I PRZ VAL CAT POP CAT LEVEL LEVEL COMA—3TV
1 323 1 -23 3 122 1 1 3 M A 1 33321 25363 22323
RCP ISSUA9LS PPCC UNIT UNIT S VAR CMD CLOTH C MTH
DATE ASSETS GROUP UEIGXT CUBE L DEC EOOS CTL PES PACTOR S CMP U»P
•*C 1 1 OiOi. ii >>) . * 1 . >* l * 3* >*m>0 *<». VjO >jm>
IJSTD 17—*6-222 MORE ^<^GE3 - DEPRESS ?Al KEY "OR MET PAGE,
AT DISC OR DEPRESS ENTER POP DISPLAYED VERS. OR ENTER A HEU VERS.
SNIP TIME *922 NATIONAL INVENTORY RECORD INGUIRY DATE 36 >&* PAuE '~»2
1. MSN 321* '*"» 111 .2223 "2. OPTTON H »3. QRC -* MODE 2 «3. PPINTER
CURRENT ITEM
aSSST BALANCE SECTION
AC US PIC OP CONO OH—ASSETS DOLA F=2 TV-INV ID/O-AALANCS ICOD INH
r
-3 P SCI A J * 33*23 A w '*>" i>
-1 P SAI ft fl 762 36*6* F * iwX.0
<*+ =» SMI A A ZZ+? 36*34 '» >• ' .' <
"n» ? Sul A A * 36*?73 C •» 36«»73
DUE IN ASSETS
TDI LOC RB/PftVPTIN SUPL.-CLIN EDO 0/° CNO DI—3TV RECC—3TV LIT—3TV
SDS SRI DLA3*-»63C2232 oo .w.o 35* 12 A A 6~~-» <» »
SDS S3 1 DLA3*<»«3C2232 ,5-&*2** 36*12 A A 'J«> »o * *
SDS SAI 0LA3*r>.63C2232 e*#t»* 36*12 A A •*« " » *
SDS SMI DLA3**33C2232 ***3*0 36*12 A A l >: > 6366 *
SDS SIJI 0LA3w83CZ232 *<=•*•5**» 36*12 A A 3*—* -» *
SRS SMI RI36«13«S»»l773 .***4i*-i 3625* A A 3<S**» ••» *
SRS SAI PI 36* 13*-* 1 77? **w3** 3626* A A •** -. > •* *
U5T017—«6-Z2'3> LAST PA»3E OF INQUIRY.
AT DISC DE?°ESS ENTER FOR DISPLAYED- '-'ER3, OR ENTER A NEU VERS.
98
ACTIVE CONTRACT - r L£ INi-MJIRV RERLV
•..•r
?.jr.,-,= mjsmc GENERAi MOTf.RS CORF
SRC CD PI IN A/CST AWD "'7 C.'D rft,3= ST =-P T CD AOMIN LOG PAV
??H DLS5$*>83C-S52 33163 C 422S«i I? 2ft i i -o- w4
LIME NR °° NUMBER PP LN CONTRACT OTV U/I STD U/P STOCK NUMBER
-•••~>r VPT34242ww*>219 •>.-,.2 >:»> 3-.-.«w Eft 61. 12 11 i-.——.—723—
-56 J
S/P IMC 0/P CONO T/PK W/S SRC S/S 3/0 RDD PPG J REC MGT LIT r-iGT
Rf» r=l R Nil 351 6S
N/E USC TLP nPP© DT WEIGHT CUBE °DC VE? PP BUVER SOLICIT
'••••.••••
••.«. i'.-.'
••• •.••2 1 AA 1©1 342-*3
CONTRACT U/P WTV TIC CX DT CX CD CM PND CX OTV FCC DISCOUNT
52. 36-"-'— .-:......,...... ,.„.,,.„.,.., jgg 2'.-.« UU
CDD/AOPC N/A PCC V/E F/P GPT DT REV AGCV RSH CftO
3613* N 6 N ft ••.*•:•>•*«
OP/ ''ftp FOB 0/C CD GBLIG DT DEL EXT DT CONST
D
3>-5 2 N 35167 ..v..>-...-.«y>
TIME ,:>?22 DATE 27 MAP PAGE 2
ACTIVE CONTRACT PILE INH5UIRV RERLV
SOURCE CD RUN
SSH DLA5*v»85C2532
LINE Nfi OTV SHIP DT SHIP MODE F/U DT PEC OTV PEC DT LOC GFMM PMIC
*~>»Z ••> •>••*•••><•• ,-> ..... $ .,...;..,,.,..., SRI
PEP 0/S DT SAC STUD- DT EXPEND DT FIC EXPEND OTV EXPEND DOLLAR
V 35172 34£'>* ......,.......;. ,., ,v) ,y ...
OBLIG ADJ DOLLARS WRITE OFF OTV CONO L OTV GBLIG DOLLARS
+ •'•>. >*••• '•> •> 42843. 'J*>
DISS VOUCH NP DATE CLOSED SALES INFO BILLED QTV GAIN LOSE OTV
PUP U/I CONV SRPC GFM U/C MFQ IJ/C MDN BLM PGC
99
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